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Preface

Jerome Bruner's book, The Process of Education, ushered

in a decade of enormous activity in education. To summarize

the implications for teacher education of such a decade is a

large and difficult task.

This task was done in an all too short period of two

months. To accomplish it required the help of others which

must be acknowledged. I would like to thank Mrs. Ann Padilla

who searched Dissertation Abstracts for titles. Much thanks

must also go to Robert Denby of the Eric Clearinghouse for

English for locating the many Research in Education titles

used in this report. Finally, the efforts of Miss Jane Williams

must be recognized. Her work with the card catalog and Edu-

cation Index was most helpful as was her assistance in preparing

the manuscript.
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INTRODUCTION

Progressive education ground to a halt in the4i.erly

50's as morn and more people became disenchanted. The

voices of the disenchanted were many; some were shrill; some

T,rec reasonable; and some were unreasoning, but they all had

their say. One of the shillist voices was that of Arthur

BesLor ;7110 (lobbed the educational establishment as "regres-

sive (p. 43)." bestor's primary concern was with the goals

of educatio. He acknowledged pedagogy a3 a legitimate, but

applied field. As he saw it, the proper concern of pedagogy

was how so:lething might be taught; not whet should be taught.

The what, or goals of education were the conct:ru of the aca-

demic: comrr,urty with which he identified.

A grcat deal of heat was added to the situation by So-

viet success in space. The rocket that: launched Sputnik I

al du 1,nched the ;:ationai Defense Educ-,1. AcL (NDEA) with

an nsc.ist from P,miral Hyman 1:!ckc)ver. Rickover successful-

c.rguLd ,f Lh. L,

threated by t1 failurc!-1 of it schoo;E: to produce tcc!Ino-

logically in large nul-.2.rs, No :rout.
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comi;arisons of the 'tiu;:lbers of mL.Lhematicians, physicists,

chemists, and engineers prepared each year in the Soviet

Union and in the United States were made. Because the So-

0
viets exceeded the Americans in these comparisons the common

schools were found wanting. The view thilt existence as a

nation depended upon improvement of our Fchools prevailed.

The NDDA act was eesily passLd by Congr41-:s to stimulate edu-

cation in technical fields, foreign languages, and

counseling.

Conant examined the high schocil's of the Uui ted States

and found them wanting. Conant applauded the American in-

vention of t112 comprehensive high scbool, but he was less

enthuti;est:_c about what able Americau youth si-o6ie.,1 in the

comp-zch-!nsive high school. He cr111-.d for h:.ghly acn.dcmic,

discipline oriented programs of study for able youth w'ctum he

felt should go on to college. The pronouncements of Bestor,

Rickover, Conant, and many others either created or re-

flected a public opinion that called for fundamental ch,.ngcs

in American Fch,,ols.

eanwhilc, others wre at woi-k establi5,11i:Ig p.;:ttrns

that ebarige would take. Among th,..:se were Jeirold 7achariae,

Max Beberrien, an Edward r. 218), all of

whom were at work even before Sputnik, these

inen, and mr.ny oa,:x1;, felt t:; t_ the e-;ntnt of the comi7on

school , nos badly in need of moderhi%uiion and that inquiry
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Procedures should replace lecture, assignment, and'clrill as

teaching techniques.

The task of relating public disillusionment with the

schools to innovative curriculum procedures fell to Jerome S.

Bruner. Bruner, Zacharias, Begle,- and 32 other key educa-

tors met at Woods Hole in 1959 to discuss how education in

science might be improved. A systhesis of those discussions

was produced by Bruner in the form of a slim b,ok entitled,

The Process of Education. Process set the pattern of change

for one of the most dynamic periods ever experienced by pub-

lic education.

In Process, Bruner identified four themes that emerged

during the Woods Hole discussions. Ti themes were: the

importance of structure in learning, readiness as a function

of approach, the importance of intuition, ond thevalue of

intrinsic motivation. The use of audio - visual' aterials as

a source of vicarious experience was also discussed.'

Structure was seen as important beceuse it facilitated

noa-specific transfer of learning, that is, learning how to

learn within a field. of inquiry. Bruner sc'w the transfer

phenomenon as central to education. Chiidren were to be

taught to make appropriate responses in a wide variety of

situations. As they saw it it-vas not possible to teach

children how to relate in every sacIfic ::_LuP;I:_-7Y0 that

might be encountered. Thus the be:.:t tht could be hoped for



was to teach a central core of generalized responses that

could be adapted 'to the requirements of partic7ular situations.

To be useful learners rust understand the principles upon

which generalized responses are based. Because most situa-

tions cannot be anticipated even at a general level, learn-

ers need to know strategies of learning; that is, how to

reason within a field of inquiry.

The term structure referred to a fundamental set of

principles that were seen as facilitating understanding of

events not yet encountered. Structural principles wure con-

ceptualized as being interrelated and together with an

appropriate rode of inquiry constituted a field of inquiry

or a discipline. It was theorized that a learner with a

well articulated sense of structure would be better able tc

grasp new situations involving the structuring principles

which provided an intellectual framework. New material,

being merely specific instances of already understood general

principles, uould add to one's understanding of the struc-

turing principles. A sense of structure was seen as giving

learncIs cognitive maps for intellectual roads as yet

untraveled

Bruner called for a reexamination of learning readiness

in terms of structure. To qualify as structure; a principle

must be so basic and pervasive PS to be useful in simple

concrete instances. es well as complex abstract irstances
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Very young learners should lie able to learn the principle at

some level of sophistication, perhaps only at an intuitive

level hnd with reference to concrete events. To be worth

learning the principle should be helpful in allowing more

mature learners to deal with more complex situations, as well

as being of value to the pupil at the time of learning. -

This line of reasonins constitutes the rationale of Bruner's-

famous assertion, that the foundations of any subject may

be taught to anybody at any age in some-form (p. 12)."

Bruner as others before him, visualized curriculum'in'

terms of a spiral. In spiral curricula pupils encounter the

same ideas in more sophisticated forms through the school

years. Eniner's spiral; of course, was made of structural

principles. The structural element-b were embedded in speci-

fic contexts ordered in complexity by cognitive levels as

enunciated by Piaget. Brune-L. indicated two levels as being

of particular reIevr_nce to the design of school curricula.

One was the stage of concrete operations which included ac-

tivities requirin^, the learner to obtain data from the real

would t,.nd ttansfOralin,; it in such e %Ytty that it can he used

selectioly in the :elution of problems. The other was the

stage of foroal operation. Learners functioning at the

fortral level 'cre ot bowld by what they have ey.perienced.

They could de...1 effectively with abstractions and hypotheses.
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In Bruner's spiral, learner's would repeatedly encounter

structural principles in contexts sequenced according to

Piaget's fOrmulation of conceptual levels.

The advantage of structural knowledge lay in usefulness

in dealing with novel events. To relate novel events to rel-

evant structuring principles required insight, Insight was

seen as the product of intuitive reasoning. Intuitive rea-

soning is nonrigorous and when co:npared to analytic thinking
....

disorderly. 4 is also subject to error. Not all perceived

relationships prove to be true when tested. Learners must

be prepared to.makp-emistakes and to realize that error is an

ordinary biproduct of creative thought.

Bruner was especially interested in heuristic Procedures.

Heuristic procedures were conceptuali7ed as non7rigorous

reasoniugrstrategies that employ intuition. Bruner gave

reasoning by analogy, appeal CO symmetry, examinatie,os of

limiting cases, and_use of visualizations or models es illus- ,

trations of heuristic reasoning strategies. No claim was

made that the use of these strategies would always produce

correct solutions, but these strategies often produced novel

and creative solutions. Further, it was hoped that facility

with heuristics prepared learners to reasonthrough more com-

plex problems independently, that is independent of schools

and grades.-
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Motivation for learning was the fourth theme developed'

by Bruner in Proct..ss. The concerns- here was with learner

preoccupation with aff:airs of tht peer culture and academic

"spectatorites. Bruner also wis.hed to avoid something he

dubbed "meritocracy": excessive stress on grdes and test

performance. He saw this leading to a new elite as job op-
.1111..

portunities bccamc tied to school perforwance, The desire

was to make education intrinsically motivating; school learn-

ers were .to share the thrill of inqUiry and discovery

experienced by research scholars. Motivation for learning

the spiral curriculum vas to,be natural curiosity and in-

volvement of the learner in the processes of inquiry.

The final chapter dealt withwidio-visnal ;;.aterials and

devices as aides. to implementing curricula with the proposes

characteristics. Here again, there was concern. for specta.-

torites which was associated with so many filmed presentations.

Bruner's plea was for audio-visual materials that could be

integrated into the fabric of the curricula for which they

were designed.

Science experiments weir seen as classical audio-tsual

devices, but not if they were merely watched. Experiments

witn pre-ordained outcomes were not seen as w..-.!ful either.

Experiments should arouse learner curiosity; provide exper-

ience and data for problem solving, and e-:et,2is'e structural.

knowledge. Films were seen i36ovt:Lnt sources of vieariou_
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kno::Ice or data w:ten integrated into the fabric of in-

struction. Novel and dramatic films were also seen as

devotes to i.fe!.ent important ideas end relationships. Final-

ly teachin m7ichines were endorsed for their usefulness in

teaching and to relieve teachers of some of their more te-

d ous tasks.

Tn Procc, Bruner struck four themes. He stressed the

portance of structure, which can be defined as an inter-

10(,0.v, set of ideas, principles, concepts, etc. and an

apin-o-:.riat,.: method of inquiry. Next, he stressed the impor-

tillnee of readiness which he visualized as levels of cognition

after Pinget and he gave special attention to two levels:-

conc.reto and f)r.a.l. Intuf.tive thinking was endorsed as

beiug simit::r to the kind of reasoning used by scholars

duvin inquiry. Finally, the importance of intrinsic moti-

vation was stressed. Learners should flopd joy in learning

if they are to persist past the awarding of the final grade

in a course. He closed with a short statement on audio-

visual i.nstructon which he saw as valuable when it facilitated

inquiry.

Little is said in Process about the preparation of

teachers. We cai4, make Some ii,ferences however from :hat was

said aborutcurriculumi alit learning. First of all in order

to teach curricula built on Bruiser's model teachers would

hav2. to he well iufon,led in the discidline(s) they are teach-

ing. .Tonchers cannot teach a 1-.no-Yled3e of structure they
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themselves do not possess. Since structural knowledge requires

more than a group of the specifics in a text we infer that

he meant that teachers should be thoroughly prepared in sub-

jects they teach.

We also infer a necessity for a rather thorough know-

ledge and understandin2 of eevelopmental psychology, especially

Piaget's levels of cognition. Rather obviously teachers

would also have to understand the behavioral cues associated

with levels of cognition. Thus, teachers would have to be

clinicians as well as scholars.

As Bruner points cut, analytical thinking is rule bound

and produces fairly predictable re6ults. Intuitive thinking

is not and does not. To teach Brunerian curricula, teachers

will also have to be skilled inquirers and skilled in help-

ing others inquire.

Finally, teachers will have to be enthusiastic about

!ea: ning an inquiry if they are to model the behavior desired

under "Motives for Learning." If inquiry is not perceived

as rewarding for the teachers, 7111, would children wish to

become inquirers?

In the decade that: has past such work has been done

with Brunei's concepts of currlculum and instruction. Some

of that work will be reviewed in this raper. The paper is

divided into two parts. Part one deals withstudies that

in some wry evaluate. Bruncr's four near- conceptualizatl.ons.
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In part two studies dealing with attempts to prepare teach-

ers to use curricula developed on the Bruner Ic,odel will be

reviewed.



Part I

Some Attempts to Implement

Bruner's TIodel of Cuzriculum and instruction

11
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Discipline Structures

Bruner's articular ion of the conclusions of the Woods

Hole ConferenCe touched off numerous attempts to define the

structure of various disciplines, some of which will be sum-

marized in this section. The references dealt with under this

heading are grouped by general subject: English, mathematics,

science, and social studies.

Structured Approaches to English

Conceptual Studies. Several approaches to the struc-

turing of English were suggested. Steinberg, Cottrell;

Slack, and Josephs described an appi7oach which included

literature, composition, and language studies. Larguago

study appeared to deal with those topics which were fotw:,:ly

the concern of grammar and usage. Carlsen and Crow examined

the same three part structural approach and found it wanting

in some respects but col';Imendable in others.

Finally, two alternate and less complete formulations of

structure for literature were suggested. Huff's central con-

cern seemed to be the sequencing for instruction of pieces

of literature in order to build conceptual structures.

Sanborn was more concerned with communication in a social

conte%t.

Steinberg, Cottrell, Slack, and Josephs (19,56) described

an inductive approach to the teaching of English incll,dinr,
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literature, composition, end language. The instructicaal

patterns recommenetd appeared to be sittilar to Suchman's in

that a stimulu--bit of literature, idea from a reading, or

a sentence--is presented along with a structuring question,

e.g., what is the tone of this poem?, what events in the

story support this intelpretation?, or how is this word func-

tioning in this sentence, and discussion issues. inductive

teachers were described as having a seres of questions re-

gard:ng the stimulus which tend to guide the learner's

discovery of the goal relationships. Witle the authors

quote Bruner and Pinget for their psychological rationale,

whi:it they recommended was almost programm/tit. One might

be:able to explain their strategy as well witha condition-

ing frnmework. The authors cite a number, of advantages fbr

the inductive approach including pupils' practice in speak-

ing. and listerang, the occurrence of open7ended questicivis

that cut across all subdivisions of English, and the Oppor-

tunity for artistic expression in teaching. A number of

specific examples of content and lessons were presented,

but no data were presented to support major assertiors.

Catlsen and Crow (1967) reviewed materials produced by

the various Project English Centers. They -fbund.several

universally accepted characteristics. English vas scan. as

consistirg of lanTtrIge, literature, and. composition; English

was to be studied rs a discipline for its oi.n sake rather

than for utilirariaeasons; ard inductive mcithods werc,
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stressed. Carlson and Crow felt that the centers had suc-

ceeded in writing materials from a consistent point of view

for the first time. They observed that chronological and

biographical approaches were all but dead. NDEA institutes

were seen as the "line" functions of the centers; the curric-

ulum projects were seen as perforliling "staff" functions.

They were disappointed in not finding any new ideas, rather

they found elaborations of pre-existing ideas. Age grouping

was also accepted, but English as communication was not.

They regretted the absence of skills programs and noted that

the public expects English teachers to teach spelling and

other Easir skills. A number of other exceptions were

Carlson and Coy, singled out the Florida. project for

praise in that thLy were seen as having attemped to evaluate

their program. They closed by noting that each professional

generation 3PCMS to start out fresh without capitalizing on

what has already been learned.

In a conceptual study, Huff (1968) saw the acquiring of

enabling or strategic concepts as necessary to reading imag-

inative literature. He viewed models of concept learning at

providing an z_;prolch to sequel.eing f. literature curriculum.

In sequencing, one would begin with an illustration of a

basic concept that has utility in developing a structure or

conceptual net. The acquired structure would serve to facil-

'itace the Oisco.very of othttr st_;::.cLut, which into luck at
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some level of abstraction. Huff saw the organizing of liter-

ature by structures as making literature more comprehensible.

Sanborn (1967) viewed language as ,a process whirr pro-

ceeds through inquiry to develop conceptual structures. Hu

considered two orders of language process: the processes by

which cognitive and linguistic competence is developed and

the regular structural. and operational principles through

which such processes acquire form in a social context. In

this scheme, a language event is seen as having tne constit-

uents of speaker, person addressed, message, and context.

Sanborn's approach to English would place man and his ef-

forts to communicate in the center and metapnerizing,

explication, role-taking, and interpreting would receive

emphasis as primary unifying features.

Empirical Studies. Two studies contrasted groups taught

traditionally with groups taught through structured approaches.,

Sullivan, Okada, and Niedermeyer found a structured approach

successful in teaching composition skills to primary child-

ren. Blake and Hamill were also concerned with composition,

fut were less successful in a comparison study of inter-

mediate pupils.

Sullivan, Okada, and Niedermeyer (1971) used a care-

fully sequenced set of exercises to teach 420 first-graders

story writing skills. The 64 exercises were taught over the

five and °i.e.half months. ney 1):'geli with tasks vhith re-

quired pupils to select response- appropriate to a pictured

situation cndce with L:1S1,,L requiring 3Ladents 10
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construct their own responses. The criterion task was a

story written about a stimulus picture. The pictures were

judged by an elementary teacher, a high school teacher, a

writer of children's stories, and an.editor. Correlation

between readers was .76. Pupils receiving the experimental

program significantly outperformed a comparable group of

uninstructed pupils in terms of total number of words used,

number of sentences used, and by making fewer errors of

capitalization and punctuation, and spelling errors. The

investigators concluded that the use of systematic materials

can improve the story-writing proficiency of first-grade

children.

Blake and Hammill (1967) compared compositions written

by two classes of fourth and fifth-grade pupils taught

structural linguistics and two taught conventionally. A pre. -

post design was used. The criterion task was performance in

writing an essay which was graded for a number of specific

characteristics. No reliability figures for grading were

reported. Groups had comparable socio-economic backgrounds

and verbal abilities. The experimental group was found to

use a signigicc.ntly larger vocabulary. All ocher contrasts

were non-significant. More non-significant positive changes

were found for the experimental group, however. The authors

concluded that the results of the study encourag-cd the

teachers in this sample to c,Intinue the progra.m.
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Summar:. Structured approaches to the teaching of Eng-

lish were formulated and tested. The formulations usually

included three content elements: literature, c-vmposition,

and language or grammar. According to Carlson and Crow the

approaches faithfully articulated a point of view. That

point of view stressed inductive methods and English as a

discipline to 1)z-studied for its own sake. Those conduc-

ting empirical studies found some support for these

formulations.

Structured Approaches to Mathematics

Structure received attention in mathematics also.

Buchalter surveyed /4 comon school mathematics texts and

found that they dealt with lower cognitive aspects of mathe-

matics structure more adequately than higher cognitive

processes. Dyer unsuccessfully sought to demonstrate the

superiority of a structural approach to the teaching of

reliability. Finally, Kaprclian reports a pilot study of

the Patterns in Arithmetic program.

Buchalter (1969) developed. an instrument t') assess thc

structural content of mathematics textbooks. She defined

structure in terms of. the following concepts: sets, ordered

sets, groups, fields, vector space, and logic and founda-

tions. Her instrument was also designed to assess the

cognitive levels which concepts were dealt. A panel

of 15 judges used the istrument to eve luau 19 series which

included a total o: 45 tc,Ln. Shc feuod tLat. t;Ica sc.rJetul-1

concepts were betler covered at lower oov,nitive levels, that
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application was not handled Letter than knowledse and com-

prehe:Asion, and that the presentation of mathematical

structu:e at the two lowest cognitive levels did not differ

from presentations of higher cognitive processes.

Buchalter concluded that the texts examined dealt with

mathematical structure inadequately.

Dyer A969) compar,,Id le,Irner achieve:Tent and transfer

from a lesson on reliability presented in LI;ree modes. The

modes were: diagram, verbal, and non-review. A noinstruc-

tion control group was also used. She hypothesized that the_

diagram presentation would result in greater learning be-

cause is graphically depicted structural components of the

lessons. Plc,. verhal treatment contained the same content as

the diagram treatment, but tht three-level structure was not

depicted. The non-review group merely read the 7000 word

pass,flse that the e:.:perimental lessons were based upon. No

significant differences were found between groups on either

the achievement or transfer task. Dyer identified some prob-

lems with her materials and suggested that these problems

might be responsible for the result of no significant dif-

ferences.

Kaprelirn (1961) reported results of an evaluation of

the pilot program of Patternn in Arithmetic (PIA). He found

that 92.3% cf tho fourth-rae pupils receiving PIA instruc-

tion reported favorable acceptance. They also reported that
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they had been especially helped in division, nultiplication,

and prose tasks. Sixty-three per cent reported that the pro-

gram helped then very much but interestingly 557 stated they

needed help from their teachers more with PIA. All in all,

PIA was N!ell received by the pupils during its fourth-grade

pilot run.

From three few studies little can be concluded.

Bruner's ideas were tried and found popular, at least in

the form taken by the Patterns in Arithmetic.

Structured Approaches to Science

Science received as much attention as did 'ny of the

instructicnal fields during the Brunerian decade of curric-

ulum reform. Here we will rely ou Gong to give us a general

picture of these curricula. A short description of a par-

ticular elementary science curriculum which will be th

subject of a number of studies is presented by -Mayor and

Livermore,

Gong (1964) used Berelson's technique of content anal-

ysis tc "expose" the assumptions, rationale, and rues ;:ions

of the new secondary school science curriculum projects in

terms of their goals, content, organization, instructional

.procedures, and teacher education. Ur0e-_- goals he found a

generAl assumption that an understanding of the theoretical

framework of modern scieu, and not it practical or personal-

social applications, as the most wiluable, outeop:, to be



achieved. The content of the new science currcula was

found to consist of theoretical knowledge of the kind that

might interest research scientists. The content was seen as

.separate from its o-wn historical development, other school

subjects, and from related technology-, The new courses Were

organized to link content with motho:Is of inquiry. The dom-

inant stratey was to engage pupils in a planned- sequence of

repeated encounters with scientific inquiry related to

major concepts and theories of the discipline. The favored

instructional scheme was found. to be a procedure that imi-

tates the behavior of research scientists. Teacher education

was seen as a five-year process emphasizing scientific con-
.

cepts and inquiry processes basic to the modern state of the

discipline. Work in methods of teaching science was also

recommended.

Mayor and Livermore (1969) described acience--A Process

Lproach, an integrated mathematics, science, and social

science curviculum for grades K-7. The curriculum was made

up of grade level "parts" and each part contains 20-25 exer-

cises ordered by process hierarchs e. Behaicral obje-Ai

and criterion tests were produced, tasted, and revised.

Two investigators were unsuccessful in demonstrating

20`

the superiority of structural apoaches to science over con-

ventional or rando. organizatioi7.s. Dallas contrasted a

hierarchial 7i.th a non-hierarchial approach and Pyatte corn-

pared e strutu red -to-a ral:eoll approach.
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Dallas (1963) compared apiJlication learning of two

groups of science educztion students taught ten science

concepts organized, or not organized into a hierarchy. A

no-instruction control group was also used. The criterion

was an examination of applicationq as defined by Bloom. The

examination was validated by a jury of'professional scien-

tists and educators. No significant differences between

treatment groups vas found, tut highly significant differ-

ences between treatliten groups and tne no-treatment 6ontrol

group was found.

.Pyatte (1968) sought to test the effects, of a struct,Ired

presentation dealing with measurement on achieviMent and

transfer learning. A carefully-sequenced prof;ranmed text

was prepared along with a random version of the same text.

Fourth, fifth, and sixh-grade pupils in three schools

studieethe texts and took achievement and transfer

tests. For the.analysis of the data, pupils were divided

into high,-medium, and low abiliCy groups based on scores

derived from The Iowa Test of Basic Skills. Pyatte found

no significant differences for mode of presentation. 'Sig-

nificant differ-6=es were found for grade and ability group.

Brighter pupils did better with the organized program.

From Gong's-aorlysis we conclude that Bruner1/2- ideas of

structure, inqui9/, readilless, .ud motivation were faithfully

expressed in new science curricula. The findings of the
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cmpirien1 studies suzgest that instructed groups learn bet-,

ter than uninstructed groups, but that differences in content

organization had Tittle effect on outcomes.

Structured'Approaches to Social Studies

Conceitual Studies. Bruncr's ideas regarding inquiry

and structure found adherents in the social sciences.

Tucker surveyed the material of the new social studies and

found they possessed a number of. Brunerian characteristics.

Hertzberg described a small teacher-initiated program to de-

velop a structured curriculum for seventh-grade New York

history. Anthony criticized authors of new social studies

curriculum material for identifying the content to be taught

prior to determining the goals to he' sought. Elliott sur-

veyed professional literature and concluded that a discipline-

oriented curriculum was possible for history. Allen

described a program of the Delaware Historical-Association

to photograph historical documents to give pupils the feel

as well as the content of documents used by historians.

Fina)ly a critique by 1:rug (166) of a structured approach

is presented..

Tucker (1969) analyzed and classified dimensions of

content and inquiry identified in literature about the "neW"

sociai stuciics. Content queStions referred to both, so-

cial science disciplines and the practical problems of mar
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and society. Inquiry questions-referred to descriptive and

normative problems. She concluded that the new social studies

contained multiple dimensions-which implied new potentiali-

ties for the social, studies.

Hertzberg (1963) described an anthropological approach

to the teaching of New York State history for seventh-graders

developed by a committee of teachers working one evening per

week for four years. petoils of one of the units (Iroquois

Culture) but no evaluative data were presented. C

Anthony (1967) criticized the authors of the new his-

tory'courses as being insensitive to the role of objectives

in planning curricula. He maintained that new histdry au-

thorsaften decided what should be taught and then figured

out the objectives. If pupil needs were taker into consider-

ation micro-analysis would more likely be the stress than'

the preoccupation with past wars and politics perpettiated by

new curricula. Anthony also criticized the stress'placed'on

the use of original sources. :He- questioned their utility

for use with the full range of common school pupils. He

felt case studies of the Oliver and Shaver variety might Le

more appealing and comprehensible to youth.

Elliott,(1963) reviewed professional literature to de-

velop a discipline-based curriculum proposal for history.

He concluded that it was possible to produce a unified dis-

cipline proposal; that it was possible to produce a description

of the discipline of ilstory which was incluoive of the main
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schools and interpretative approaches; that the discipline

proposal could interrelate features of a number of twentieth-

century epistemologies and curriculum propbsals; and that

curriculum workers should take the initiative in carrying

through cooperation among scholars and educators.

Allen (1966)-maintained that anthologies of primary,

sources for use in history classes failed to convey the same,

atmosphere as the original documents. Such anthologies were

seen as useful in determining what was said, but were not

interesting as artifacts. He described a project of the His-

torical Society of Delaware which was photographically

reproducing small groups of related documents for use in the

common schools. A teacher's guide was provided. It wes felt

that the use of these documents would make the study of kis-

tory through documents a realer experience.

Krug_ (19&6) questioned the applicability of Bruner's idea

of structure to the social studies. He noted the professional

historian's disinterest in structure and criticized struc-

' turing statements from ESI and the WisconSin conceptual

framework as very general and not especially insightful.

alsc objected to the amalgamation of several 'social sciences

in the ESI curriculum, Man: A Course of Study. He wondered

why no such amalgam was proposed for mathematics and the

sciences. Lastly, he criticized structural approaches as

stressing the general rather than the specific. Quoting
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3ettelhcim who exp.zessed a need to understand the complexities

and contradictions of mankind he was concerned that pupils

might not learn the complexities of the human condition as

reported by historians.

The Stanford Studies. One structural approach to the

social studies has been underway at Stanford University since

1953 196G). The project had sits goal the pro-

duction of an articulated K-12 social studies curriculum.

During_phese I of the project 3,227 basic generalizations

were gleaned from literature of the social sciences relevant

to ten basic categories of human activities. The selected

categories of human activities were:

Organizing and governing

Providing recreation

Protecting and conserving Liman and natural
resources

Expressing religious impulses

Expressing and satisfying esthetic needs and
impulses

Transporting people and foods

Iroducing, exchanging, distributing, and con-
suming food, clothing, shelter, and other
consumer gocds and services

Communicating facts, ideas, and feelings

ProvidieL g education

Creating toolg, technics, and social arrangements

The identifier-1 generalizations grouped by the ten cat7F,...gories
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of human activities was to constitute the scope of the artic-

ulated curriculum.

An expanding communities model was used to sequence the

identified generalizations. Eleven "communities" were en-

visaged starting with "the family community" and ending with

"the world community." This survey of research turned up

phase ii studies dealing with: the school community ( Hebler,

1966), the local communities (Parker, 1955), the state coca

munity (Del Rosso, 1968), the region-of-state community

(Williams, 1966), the national community (LaMarche, 1968).

and the emerging Atlantic community (Miller, 1968). Other

flagments of the project may have been completed at this

tine. The third phase of the project is to be an applica-

tion or the structured social studies content to classroom'

situations (Hebler, 1966).

The Stanford project was begun long before the publica-

tion of Bruner's Process and has its roots more in progressive

education than in perceptual cognition. The project is in-

cluded in this review because it features interlodking sets

of generalizations and a spiral organization. Unlike

Bruner's conceptualizations, structure here is provided by

the ter basic activities around which many discrete general-

izations art. clustered rather than the same few constructs

being taught at more sophisticated levels through the grades.
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The model has not been tested nor have classroom mnterials

been produced.

Empirical Studies. Others in the social studies sought

to ',Lest some aspect of the curriculum development process.

S-3me sought to find strategies for developmental process and

product evaluation; others sought to establish the validity

of the Brunerian approach. Ehresman worked with agriculture

students and teachers with content on farm cooperatives for

the pupoose of testing a structured approach. Henzi pro-

posed and tested through action research a scheme for

developing a spiral curriculum for the social studies.

Oornick contrasted a conceptual approach with a conventional

approach and found an advantage for the conceptual approach.

Crabtree- found significant contrasts for an approach whizh

was pupil paced. Finally, Kurfman developed and tested.a
__

scheme for evaluating and revising the products of a cur-

riculum development program.

Ehresman (1967) compared two groups of agriculture

students. The teachers of one group had the use of a struc-

tured unit; teachers of the second group did not. All groups

-received instinction on agricultural cooperatives. No sig-

nificant differences were found in achievement between the

two groups, Teachers using the structured unit reported a

favorable reaction to its use.
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Hen.z1 (1970) proposed and demonstrated a procedure for

developing a spiral curriculum in geography. She began by

conceptualizing her problem and then proceeded to identify

ten basic geography concepts. They were; space, air, time,

rock; water, plants, animals, ethnographic man, ecologic man,

and economic man. She then prepared a curriculum guide which

placed concepts related to space in an ascending order of com-

plexity. Finally, the proposed order of concepts was tested

at a number of grade levels to determine their suitability

for discovery learning. Henzl felt the procedure had demon-

strated its feasibility and recommended continued work on

the remaining nine concepts.

cr,rnick (1968) contrasted performance on Z achievement

test and on a test of transfer of pupils taught through a

conventional approach and through an inquiry-structural ap-

proach to elementary school social studies. The content

for the experimental group was based on five interrelated

concepts derived from economics, geography, history, anthro-

pology, sociology, and political science. The content for

the traditional group was derived from ideas contained in

compilation of resource unit.`,. The achievement criterion

was the Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate TI Social

Studies Test; the transfer test was devised by the investi-

gator. No significant differences were found betweea the

groups on the achievement test; highly significant- differences
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in favor of the experimental group were found ou the trans-

fer test. Interestingly, the less able students appeared to

benefit must from the inquiry-structured approach. Gornick

concluded that achievement was not jeopardized and that trans-

fer was facilitated by the inquiry-structured approach. He

also concluded that it was possible to construct a structur-

ally organized curriculum for the social studies and concluded

with the observation that extensive inservicc training was

needed to teach the new approach.

Crabtree (1962). compared. the effects of two instruction:11

programs on the thinking of second-grade pupils. One program

featured teacher imposed structure, the second was paced in

response to pupil. cues. Dramatic play and self-initiative ac-

tivities were used as part of the pupil paced program. The

programs dealt with harbors and airports: Both groups were

instructed in both programs but in reverse order. The pro-

ject was conducted over a six-seek period. Point time samples,

and anecdotal records by teams of independent observers

were used as criteria. Very-significant results favoring

the pupil directed treatment were found on obeervation of

divergent thinking. Similar significance for convergent

thinking was found for the teacher controlled treatment.

In conjunction with the development of the High School

Geography Report, Kurfman (1969) elaborated a model for

evaluating curriculum material. The model provided pro-

cedures for the revision of meterials, emphasized the
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evaluation of classroom experiences and coneeptuel anJ skill

outcomes, and the use of quertiornaires and ()thee sources of

information. The model was piloted with the project unit,

"The Geography of Cultural Change," with 27 teachers and

1,200 students. Data from application of the model provided

explicit prescriptions for revising poorly rated parts of the

unit. Geography preparation of teachers was found to be sig-

nificantly related to learning outcomes with soifie meterials.

Sex, grade level and verbal aptitude of students were re-

lated to student attitudes toward the materials.

The problems of curriculum innovation in general re-

ceived the attention of MacDonald and Abramson. MacDonald

argued for a ul.olistic approach by which he meant examina-

tions of snttins variables as well as outcomes. Abramson

argued for a continuous monitoring of curriculum products

throughout their development.

MacDonald (1971) described some of the problems of

evaluating curricular innovation. He rejected the intended

outcomes model of curriculum evaluation in favor of a wholis-

tic nodcl which he described as having three basic elements.

The first element dealt with the audience for whom the

evaluative report was intended. A'idiences identified in-

cluded: curriculum sponsors, local education,anthorities,

schools, and examination boards. The second element was data.

He noted that different groups and individuals place differ-

ent values on the verities kinds of data. The evaluator should
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for making decisions and judgements. the third element dealt

with the focus of the evaluation-, which in this sate was

wholistic. By who]intic he meant describing the impact of the

innovation on tLe institutions; teachers, and pupils in, terns

of various problems and antecedent conditions. MacDonald

placed a great deal of stress upon descriptions f what oc-

curred and attempts to . determine what brought about the

occurrences. He was concerned about the particular values,

competencies, and interests that motivated teachers of in-

novative curriculum. He suggested that these craditions

created situations where differences in outcomes between

schools were 'greater than,differences within the school.

Abramson (1966) argued that curriculum evaluation

included more than an assessment of outcomes as is common

in so-called wholistic approaches.- He argued for a research

approach which involved testing each fragment of the pro-

gram and then testing collections of fragments in operation.

Abramson argued for continuous monitoring of curricula

-durinz'innovation to identify problems as they occur and in

__
time for modification.- A simple end-of-project test yields:-

data of concern to the administrator, i.e. should the pro-

gram be continued, but little-data of value to curriculum

developers, Abramson asserted. He advocated a generalist

role for curriculum researchers to provide "trans-discip-

linary" insights to curriculuM development.

31
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Summary. While interest in curriculum reform of the

kind suggested by B-runer was found in the social studies,

it Was less universally embraced than in English, mathematics,

and science. The criticisms of Anthony and Krug could be

matched by others. The Stanford studies suggest at least

some interest in alternate models. Studies designed to de-

termine the effectiveness of Brunerian curricula produced

mixed results. Of particular interest were the works of
.4)

MacDonald-and Abramson who studied the processes of curric-

ulum development.

School Tasks and Cognitive Levels

A number of studies were conducted to determine the

effects of conceptual readiness levels as defined by Bruner

and Piaget on accomplishing various school tasks. Muggie

studied a group of first-graders and found that many had

problems understanding simple social studies concepts. She

suggested that it was i-iportant for teachers to understand

the cognitive level at which pupils were operating. Taba

found mixecLresulti when. -she tested materials designed to

develop conceptual levels..

Almy confirmed Piaget's findings for quality and num-

2

ber conceptualization of K-two pupils.. Stone found that

younger pupils classified objects by perceptual'eharACteris-

.tics; older children- by function. Cole found difficulty
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in dissuading seventh and eighth-grade pupils from irrelevant

explanations of bouyancy. Fuller found that pupils operating

at the cognitive level of formal operation TA:re better able

to infer concept. characteristics embedded in meaningful ma-

terial. Gintberg found, that learned concepts

in siople context better than in more complex_context.

Problem solving was the common concern of Delidow and

Gunnels. Delidow found differences in inquiry skills by

.

grade'lemel. Gunnels found that the more successful problem

solvers operated at higher conceptual levels.

In recognition of the importance of conceptual levels

to teachers Solomon-produced an assessment instrument which

he called "The Taxonomy of Image Provocation Profiles."

Mugge (1968) examined the cognitive processes of a sam-

ple of first-grade pupils working with social studies concepts.
,

She found that first-graders had difficulty working with con-

ceptual hierarchies, multiple, classifications, and, other

cognitive processes common to the social studies. She ccn-

eluded that primary teachers must be aware of stages of

cignitive levels and listen carefully to pupils'if_thcy,

'79e
are to successfully teach social studies conceptt.

Tabs (1949) tested three experimental groups and a con-

trol group to see whether a social studies curriculum

designed to develop cognitive functioning end taught by .

methods design d to develop cognitive skills would enable
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sons were made to groups not experiencing the special

curriculum and methods. Results were not consistent, but

did tend to support the hypothesis:

Almy (1968) studied the thought, processes of children

faced with problems involving the conetvts of'quality and

number. She used cross sectional and longitudinal approaches.

with K-2 children. Both approaches confirmed the relevance

of Piaget's theory to the studytlf- young children. /

Stone (1968) hypothesized that younger children would

group three-aimensional objects by perceptual properties

more often than by functional properties. He selected 128

pupils from a school population according to the following

.'criteria; average intelligence, no identified learning or

psychological problems, and normal scores on stanAardized

tests. apparently he sought a pcdulation of average primary

and intermediate age pupils. The classification tasks were

/
tperformed individually. His hypotheses were confirmed.

c

Cole (1969) tested the effectiveness of a,twd-part

audio-Visual instructional sequence to teach the concept

"specific gravity" to seventh and eighth-grade pupils and

college juniors. The first part of the instructional se-
.

quence was designed to cause participants to reject four

irrelevant principles commonly used to explain floating.

The second part wap designed to teach the correct principle.,

34
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A carefully .designed test instruillen.t was devel.ved by the'

investigator for use as the criterion in. this study. Cole

found that the instructional program was very successful with

the collegu population, but only moderately successful with

the seventh and eightl :graders: The partial treatment, cor-

rect principle, was sufficient for the college group, but

ineffective for the younger group:-

Keller (1969) tested the conceptual ability of a Pop-

ulation of 48 sixth-grade pupils half of whom were, identified

as having attained the formal operation level of conceptual-

ization. Subjects were asked to. discover concept characteristics

embedded in meaning for material under conditions of high or-

low feedback. Keller found that pupils, at the formal level

did indeed conceptualize better.

Ginsberg (196,9) conducted three ,experiments to inves-

tigate concept learning and transfer by young children. In

each, children were diVided into three groups art.4 shown two

pictures iri which they were supposed' to determine which con-

tained more objects. The pictures shown the first.group

contained only circles; those shown the second group con-

tained similar Objects in both pictures; those shown the

third group contained unlike objects. When the contept-

"more than" had been learned, the children iv. groups one and

two were shown the pictures containing unlike objects. She

lotaid that children,frorn the first group,had lcrned most
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efficiently, leading her to-the conclusion that concept

learning was most efficient when the concept was introduced

in its simplest'context. In each of the three separate.ex-

perimental san:71es her results were basically the same:, She

worked with children varying in age from 38 months to 51/2 years..

Delidow (1970) conducted a Piaget-style investigation

of the inquiry'and.coneeptual abilities of 293 pupils in.

kindergarten; second, fifth, eighth, and eleventh-grades.

Six inquiry skills were investigated classifying, observing,

predicting, inferring, numerating, and .experimenting. He

found that younger children favored qualitative classilica-

Lions whereas older children employed quantitative and

evnivatie classifications. Prediction was more often used

y oldery than younger children. Distinct differences in

-number Liarcness were found betdeen kindergarten and second

grade. Pupils at the operative stage of development could

manipulate r.ore than one variable; less mature children

could not. Probability was only used by eleventh-grade

pupils. Delidow concluded that a definite relationship exis-

ted oetwen stages of cognitive growth and levels of Inquiiry.

',Gunnels (1969) studied the inferences made by children

from science tests and their relation to Piaget!s intuitive,
I

concre:.e, and formal levels of thinking. Older pupils and

thos,:: in higher grades used formal levels of operational

thought more often in pr,:blem solving. In grades 4-9
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successful problem solvers operated at a higher level of

conceptual'thought than the unsuccessful problem solvers

with science problems. Gunnels' data agreed that each level

of development was prerequisite for the next.

Solomon (1969) developed and "tested an instrument to'

aid teachers in dealing with students of varying levels of

cognitive maturity. The levels of cognition were based On

Puget and Bruner and included: concrete, concrete-imagery;

representational; and abstract-imagery and abstract levels.

The evaluation instrument,. "The Taxonomy of Image Provo-:.a-

tion Profile," gas used at West Virginia University by

preservir;e teachers for self - evaluation.

Collectively these studies support the contention of

Brunei- and Piaget that readiness is related to developmental

conceptual levels. From.these data it 'seems imperative that

teachers become aware of conceptual levels, learn the rele--

vent cues, and develop appropriate responses.

Grade Placement of Material

C.

Mindful of Brui:ier's claim that anything could be taught

to any age- group at some level ofcognition were Eroh, Rupley, .

Potterfield, and Joyce and Weinberg. Eroh successfully

taught: concepts of measurement to first-graders. Rupley

taught advanced mathematics concepts to upper elementary

pupils. Potterfield found pupils Jr grades four, five, and
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six could learn certain anthropological material approximately

equally well. Finally Joyce and Weinberg found they could

teach basic sociological concepts to third and fifth-graders.

Eroh (1967) structured a sequence of 28 lessons and

five review lessons dealing with various concepts of measure -

ment for first-grAers, The measurement concepts were: groups

of things, money, linear measure, dry measure, household meas-

ure, and weight. A control group received unstructured

instruction in measurement. She found the group .receiving

structured instruction significantly superior. Intelligence

did not predict success in-the program. Eroh concluded that

Certain measurement concepts could be developed in firs;: -

graders, but that does not mean t:sat such concepts Should he

taught.

Rupley (1-967) studied elementary classes taught by a -

trained mathematician to determine if motivation in school

could be developed by Interesting pupil's in mathematics and

to see if the pupils could learn mathematics at a leVul well

above their grade. Both goals were achieved. Success. of

.
the motivation goal was judged from the enthusiasm of the

pupils; success of the second foal was judged from data re-

,

fleeting competence with mathematical notions which underlie

advanced mathematics.

Potterfield (1968) tested an anthropology unit developed

at the University of Georgia with.fourth, fifth, and sixth-

grade pupils. He found no significant differences ire learning,
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across grades. Fifth and sixth-grade pupils tended to learn

more. Interestingly, formal preparation in anthropology. by

teachers was not related to pupil learning.

Joyce and Weikberg (1964) found that some basic socio-

logical concepts could be taught to third and fifth-grade'

pupils. Working from a Brunerian point of view they identi-

fied several key concept.s. They then sought specific cases

of each concept observable by elementary school pupils and

developed and tested series of questions designed to help

pupils observe the desired phenomena. Approximately HO

pupils were seen in groups of 10 to 15. No quantitative

data were obtained, but recorded conversations suggested that

the pupils learned (or knew) C1P goal concepts.

These studies lend general suppori to Bruner's assertion

that anything can be 'taught to anybody at some conceptual

level. In the studies reviewed in this subsection, learners

acquired facility with.measurement, anthropology, sociology,

and mathematics long before these topics were encountered in

the curricula of the 1950's

Inquiry.Learning and Teaching

A central concern of investigators working with Bruner -

iaa ,13dels of teaching and lcarnin,c:, was inqu7:_ry.- Suchman (1962)

formulated a widely accepter3 formulation of inquiry and con-

ducted an extnsivc inservice teacher. Ouce.tion program with
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inquiry methods. His formulation of inquiry process is of

interest here.

Suchman conducted a large scale investigation of in-

quiry training with elementary pupils in science. He defined

inquiry as "a way to investigate causation." He conceptual;::ed

inquiry as being made up of four distinct stages: searching,

data processing, discovery, and verification. The act of

searching was defined as a planned and controlled intake of

data by an.observer. He identified several variables ef-

fecting searching including ahility, manipulation, perceptual

set, and e,stract pattern with which to organize data.

The aim of data processing was to reduce information tA,

simpler and more systematic patterns. He.identified four

types of data processing useful in science inquiry, These_

included: analysis, comparison, isolation, and 'repetition.

riscovery.1" the third stage of Suchman's model, referrer:

to the insightful moment when r',1ationships between parts of

the stimuli were perceived or when previously lenrned pat-

terns were perceived stimulus. events. Uhen the inquirer has

no way of accounting for a perceived event it ray be thrlt bh

lacks necessary insight or the necessary construct. It was

seen as very useful for the inquirer to be given hints or

cues helpful in organizing the data at this point. At other

times it became necessary for the inquirers to invent new

systems.



The final element of Suchman's inquiry model was verifi-

cettion. In verification the inquirer was required to test

the perceived relationship with data. The key idea of the

program was to place control of the data flow in the hands of

the learners. This is in sharp contrast to ordinary didactic

methods where teachers sequence the instruction and pupils

are essentially passive. Suchman was concerned that passive

learners learn only at a verbal level without any real as-

similation of the content into their cognitive structures.

In inquiry, the autonomy of the learner allowed him to con-

trol-the flow of information.

Suchman acknowledged that inquiry was more time con-

suming. Where expository method was adequate for assimilation

he observed the rate of learning would probably be much more

rapid, the key factor being the teachers' ability to select

just those experiences that are most likely 'to result in the

desired understandings.

Suchmnn sought to increase inquiry behavior'of pupils

in the classes taught by teachers receiving his inservice

program and using his special Materials, The usual criter-

ton foi. studies of inquiry- learaing,end teaching was pupil

performance oji a transfer task. That is, to what extent could

learners, trained in inquiry procef3ures, apply inquiry tech-

;niques, heuristics, or trategies- in the solution of novel

problems. Incidentally, the term "generations" is sc.:me-times

used Lo denote licurirtic when Considering rhetoric topics

(Young, 1969).
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A few investigators sought other o%ItcolJes. For exalople,

Hans Anderson (1968) did not succeed in improving the prob-

lem solving ability of his subjects, but did find an improved

attitude toward problem solving. Anderson, Walberg, and

Welch (1969) considered, the effects of inquiry processes on

classroom social climate.

Anderson, Walberg,- and Welch (1969) studied social

climates in three classifications of Harvard Project Physics

high school classes. The classes were: inexperienced teach-

ersexperimental course, experienced teachers-experimental

course, ,and experienced teachers-regular course. Social

climate was measured by the Learning Environment Inventory

which included 14 subscales. The popule:tion was made up of

3264 high school juniors and seniors in 150 physics classes.

Discriminate analysis was used. As hypothesized, highly sig-

nificant course effects were found. Classes using the

experimental course were perceived as less difficult and

goal directed, more diverse, and as having a more positive-

learning environment. Experimental classes had leis Eric-

. tion among students and fewer cliques. Significant effects

were also found for teacher experience. The social climate

in classes of experiencel-experimental teachers Was perceived

as less democratic and intimate and more likely to have social

cliques. Classes with experienced- regular teachers and

courses were seen as more difficult, goal directed and in-

timate. The investigators speculated that inexperienced-
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experimental classes might be caught in a spirit of coopera-

tive inquiry that disappears when teachers gain experience

with the new materials.

A large number of studies were conducted that in one

way or another considered the effectiveness of inquiry teach

ing on some outcome, often achievement and transfer. Generally

these studies were of e comparative. nature; inquiry was com-

pared to one or more other methods. One method was usually

labeled traditional which often Meant assignment-lecture,

recitation. Occasionally these studies evaluated inquiry

procedures against some criterion.

Inquiry Ptocedures EvaluaLcd

Most of the studies seeking to establish inquiry

procedures were of a two group design; inquiry versus

traditional instruction, or inquiry versus no instruction.

Others compared a group of variables, often two or more in-

quiry approaches with a no or cotraditionalinstruction

control group.

Two Group, Gcmparisons. Beldir compared discovery and

conventional methods in four countries and found for the

former. Dooley compared inductive and deductive approaches

in teaching economics to cul;-urally disadvantaged:7' Guthrie

compared discovery and exposi_tory methods in teaching a rule

useful in deciphering cryptograms, Mason compared a group

taught critical thinkirg with an uniostruetcd croup.
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Showalter compared a child-centered approach with a historic,

no instruction control group. Howell compared a group taught

effective *thinking with an uninstructed group. Ashton com-

pared a heuristic method with a text-demonstration method.

Martin compared critical thinking of pupils taught geometry

by traditional and "flow proof" methods. Q. C. Smith com-

pared heuristic and traditional approaches by examining

student progress in subsequent courses.

Beldin (1969) studied demonstration programs in four

countries which compared. the discovery method with conven--

tional methods in training adukt,;vorkers. Overall findings

favored the discovery method. Beldin concluded that the dis-

covery methcC could be nseci for the specific group, if properly

designed.

Dooley (1969) compared the effectiveness of inductive

and deductive approaches to teaching economics to culturally

disidvantaged children. A pre-post 070 group design

was used. The sample consisted of 484 disadvantaged fourth-

grade pupils. The inductive method was found to be "consistently

more effective." No indication of the character Of the criterion

or instruction was presented,

Guthrie (1967) found reteption of a rule useful in de-

ciphering cryptograms was improved with expository instruction

for college seniors, but that transfer was facilitated by dis-

covery learning. Expo:ition appeared to impede tra-csfer.
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pupils taught by L,aterials developed to foster critical think-

ing with an uninstructed gronp. A two group, pre-post design

was used. Control groups were taught by teachers who were

allowed tc adept-the materials to their usual methods. Teach-

ers of the experimental groups taught the materials as intended.

He found that all Tupils improved in'knowledge of science,

and all but one grade (5th) improved in critical thinking.

Mason concluded that critical thinking can be taught more

effectively when students are given direct training in the

methods of science.

Showalter (7968) compared children taught by a child-

centered s.pprcac;, to an historic tradi.tional group. The

Iowa Test of Basic Skills served as the criterion. The

child-centered approach featured homogeneous ability groups

in the subject area of language arts, mathmtics, reading,

and 'work study .skills. Classes were taught by teams of

teachers and grouping was regularly reviewed. Counseling

services were used for the ir.provcillent of learning and in-

struction. Creator growth on the ITBS subtest of vocabulary

was found. QoestionLaire data follnd the child-centered ap-

proach to be preferred by pupil's and their parents.

Howell (1963)'copared clid-oftreacm'ent Scores on the

Test of Inference Patterns (TIP) of seventh-grade pupils re-__ .........

ceiving in effeeLL% thinking and uninctrootc0 ;LI

45
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pupils. A specially prepared text on effective thinking was

used by an inexperienced. teacher. Significant differences

on total test scores wort-found. A number of significant

subtest differences were also found. No differences were

found between sexes. Howell concluded that seventh-graders

can profit from instruction in inferrential reasoning.

Ashton (19(62). compared a heuristic method of teaching

problem solving to ninth-grade algebra pupils with a text-

demonstration method. The heuristic method was based on

Polya's formulation. Two classes in five schools were used

in the-study. Gain scores on a problem solving test favored

the experimental cr heuristic group .1-1 each school. 'Ashton

concluded that the heuristic approach was supel:ior.

Compared charge scores'in critical think-'Martin (1971)

ing of tench-grade pupils of geometry taught proof by the
G.

traditional two column method and an experimental "flow

proof." The Watson-Glaser Cr.itirn Think Appraisal instrument

was used as a criterion. Forty-three teachers andover 2000

pupils participated. Teachers using the "flow proof" method

were instructed in the method through-a handbook prepared by

the investigator. No significant differences between treat-

ment group:'_ were found. Questionnaire data suggested teacher

approval of the experimental method.

Q. C. Smith (1968) coiop?,red two groups of college stu-

dents receiving traditional or heuristic instruction in
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mathematics on performance. in subsquent college mathematics

courses. He found no significant differences in the perform;-

ances of the two groups as measured by achievement scores for

the two subsequent mathematics coui-ses.

These studies are hard to consider collectively due to

variations in definitions of traditional and inquiry proce-

dure6, and some deal only with aspects of inquiry. In any

event mixed results were produced. Some variation of trzdi-

tional instruction was found to facilitate retention by

Guthrie. Mason found improvements in learning for both

traditional and critical thinking groups. Some investigators

found support for some variation oD inquiry including Na6on,

dot- ?ell, ld Ashton. Smith found no sustained effect of

heuristic approach to mathematics in later courses 'In a -

related study Showalter found support for a child-centered

approach.

Multiple Comparisons. A number of studies.compared some

,form of inquiry with two or more instructional procedures.

Scherperecl c-Imparecrtwo structuring schemes withan un-

structured approach to the teaching of art hi-tory. One

structural approach was thought to encourage inquiry. J. S.

Price compared two discovery approaches to a text centered

program. Petrie compared three inquiry methods and found a

teacher modeling approanb most effective. .17--Aloon compared

various combinations of 'instruction in logic, mathematics,
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and no instruction.

,

On measures of understanding; both structured approaches ex-

Werdelin compared inductive, and deduc4

tive,sLrategics of teaching principles and fostering retention

and transfey. Tanncr compared expository, discov.:,ry, and un-

sequenced approaches to the teaching of general science..

Finally Roughead and Scandura compared various combinations

of rule giving, discovery, and guidance in preparing for a

transfer task.

Scherpereel (1967) compared two structural .approaches

to the teaching of art to an unstructured approach. One

structured approach featured contrasts or unalike pairings

of.ari: works. The second. structured approach featured group-

ing of works by similarities. The subjects were college

student6 in an art appreciation course. Measures of sophis-

tication, attitudes, meaning, and understanding were obtained.

ceeded the control group. The contrasts or inquiry treatment.

group exceeded the similarities group in measures of attitudes

-and sophistication. Scherpereel concluded that the system of

contrasts Used in this study promotes inquiry in art apprecia-

ticn and should be used more widely.

J. S. Price (1966) experimentally compared three wo-w t
grams of general mathematics for tenth - -grade pupils. The

control zrw,p'reccived a traditional text-centered program

of instruction. A second group was taught usin6

.

"discovery" materlais. ,The third used: the discovery materials
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and special transfer materials. The grOups d.1d equally well

on a regular achievement test at the end of the semester.

The two experimental groups exceeded the control group on

measures of mathematical reasoning and inductive reasoning

and had amore positive attitude Lowrd the course.

Petrie (1969) compared the effecveness of three

methods of teaching inquiry skills to university freshmen

chemistry students. Achievement tests were given at the end

of labotalOry sessions 'and et the end of the semester. De-

tails of criterion tests were not given. She found that

teaching method was associatedwich achievement. Highest

achievement was associated with teacher modeling problem

solving-stlaeturing behavior when deinonstratil,g laboIatory

techniques to be learned follow;.d by diS17.ourse aimed at con-

cepktualizing the behavior.

McAloon (1969) studied (he effects of instruction in

logic on the learning of logic aad mathelaatics of third and

sixth-grade pupil . Twenty-five teachers and 1100 pupils

participated in the study. Four treatments were used: logic

and mathematics intertwiedlogic and mathematics separately,

teacher inseryice-training, and a no treatment control group.

McAloon found that third. and sixth -grade pupils can learn

' logic; that time taken from mathematics to learn logic does

not decrease mathematics learning; and that instruction in

logic wait; associated with higher scores in mathematics

Ts.
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reasoning. A number of variations by treatment, grade level,

and' criterion were found.

Werdelin (1969) studied the effects of various inslrue-

tional strategies.on learning, retention, and transfer_ In

two experiments Swedish sixth and eighth-grade pupils were

taught a mathematical principle and a foreign language-alpha-

bet by the folloWing methods: principle followed by examples;

examples.jollowed.by a statement of the principle' then further

examples; and examples only. The first method resulted in

the best learning of principles While the third method fos-
.

tered more .retention and transfer.

Tanner (1969)

classes' which were

maellim3 using one

discovery7induet

fiCant differences

In a complex and sophisticated study, Roughead

studied fourteen ninth-grade general'science'

taught principles of mechanics and simple

of three methods:. expository-deductive:.

; and'unsequenced-discovery. No signi-

in achievemeni: were found in using the

and

Scandura (1968) found that naive elementary education women

performed a.transfer task significantly better if they had

pot previou_Jy learned a rule, either through direct instruc-

tion, or ditiect instruction followed by discovery: All com7

binations of guided discovery with rule-giving were foUrid

(parlor as was rule-givillg after discoveFy or rule-giving

..'bfore or after expositicn. Roughead. and Scandura theorized.
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that the subjects did not see,: new solutions as required by

the criterion task' if they already knew a sontion. Fur-

ther, it was interesting to ncte that exposition combined

wifh Yule.statement functioned as well as discovery procedures.

The investigators suggested that it is probably more effec-

-tive for students to know vhy they are learning before they

learn, than to attempt to tell them after learning has oc-

ct4red.

These studies are much more complex and therefore- harder

:to summarize. Again the results are mired. .Tanner' found

no differences in achievement between groups taught by Te0.442p
A

labeled'expositioni+sdovcry, and unsewienced. J. S. Price

and Scherpereel found structured or discovery methods super-

ior to some fOrms of conventional instruction. Price found

no (differences between_ his experimental groups while. Scherpereel

did. Wereelin found an advantage, for a deductive approach as

far as achievement was concerned but a transfer advantage

, for an inductive approach. Roughead and Scanduka found guided

discovery to be impOrtarit under all circumstAnces,

These studies zre consistent with many others. Inluiry--

discovery methes generally promote transfer.apd traditional

instruction tends to promote immediate achievement. When in-

quiry or discovery methods are being used, teacher guidance

makes a Nsal,.lable contribution. Petrie also found it fo be

importsaL for the teacher to model i.,iquf.ry behavior when conaleting
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inquiry teaching. Finally the advantage of.instrueted groups

over uninstructed groups is again replicated.

Comparisons to a Standard. Three investigators eval-

uated the effectiveness of their treatments in terms of a

defined standard. 'Covington used the Minnesota Test of

Creative Thinking as a standard; COUstantine--the Watson-

Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal instrument; H. J. Anderson

used a stipulated definition.

Covington (1968) tested the effectiveness of a linear

instructional program in promOting creative thinking of

fifth and sixth-grade pupils. A pre-post, two treatment design

was used. Criteria instruments were the Minnesota Test of

Creative Thinkins, and a "modified traditional problemse1ving

test." He found "highly- consistent" results. favoring the

experimental grOup for immediate post treatment measures.

Follow-up data were less consistent.

Constantine (1968) reported on a pr:.,gram of the Illinois

Statewide Curriculum Study Center in the Preparation of Sec-

ondary SChool English Teachers (SSCPET). The inservice

course sought to.train4/. teachers to teach-it such a way as

to foster critical thinking. Guilford's model of. the Intel-

lect was used as A basis for studying crltical_ thinking pro-

cesses. The Watson- Glaser Critical Thinkinc,.Appraisal7--
instrument was used as a criterion. Positive, but non-

significa,lt results were found.
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E. J. Anderson (1968) sought to improve the problem

solving ability of a sample:,of science education students.

-Seven instructional peiiods were used. He concluded that

the method employed did not-improve the problem solving.

ability Ofthe subjects, but improvement in attitudes toward

problem solving was found. Reading ability and critical

thinking 'ere found to be related to problem solving as used

in this study. There was no relationship found between GPA

and problem solving ability.

The pattern of mixed results observed in other studies

of inquiry was main-cained here. Covington found some posi-

tive results,"Constantine found only a positive trend, and

Anderson found no differences. Farther, Covington's'follow-

up -'ata were less consistent in their support for creative

thinking.

Conclusions. From the studies it is difficult to make

an unambiguous case for inciniry or discovery leaTning. It

often does seem to produce superior performance on a trans-

fer task rnd it sometimes promotes retention. Inquiry-
.

discovery approaches are acknowledged to be more time consuming.

Traditional or di.dactic approaches vre generally agreed to

be less time consuming and to produce superior immediate

learning. Ti didactic learning is meaninlitul, that is, if

the learners. can fit it easily into their cognitive structures,

traditional teachil.6 produces equivalent results.
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Perh'ps the situation is best described by Romberg (1969)

who characte iced recent research in mathematics education

as "large in quantity, poor but improving in quern*, and

diverse (p. 473).' He reported considerable agreement re-

garding what should be taught but little agreement about how

it should be taught. He, like others, noted growing wariness

of discoyery learuint. Comparisons of pupils learning from

School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG) materials and conven

tional materials seemed to indicate that pupils learn what

you teachthem, erg., 'SMSG pupils .did better than conven-

tional pupils on a "contemporary" test, but less well on a

"conventional" test.

It might be iaore productive to ask what approach will

produce desired results with a particular group of learners

possessing specific charac:eristics than to ask which method

is superior. Methods are means to achieve ends and not'in-

herently superior; superiority depends on a number of learner

and content variables.

Re-icarch Relevant to Aspects of Inquiry

Suchman identified four processes associated with inquiry.

They_were searchiY.g, data processing., discovery, and verifica

tion. In this section we grouped studies that appeared to be

relevant to one or another of these four processes.



Searching. Suchman identified four variables Aelevant

to search behavior. They were ability, manipulation, percep-

tual set, and organizationa/Glterns. We will consider each

of these in turn.

In this review, ability has been enlarged to include

related factors such as interests and personality character-

istics. FoUr_studies dealt directly with ability, variously

defined. Three of the studies (Wallace,. Post, and Dodson)

found differences favoring higher ability learners. The

fourth study (L. M. Price) found-ability unrelated to manip-

ulative -search behavior. Price's study will be detailed

under manipulation.
Cb

4-Wallace (1969) sought to determine which of several'

factor~ were related to a student's ability to solve math-.

erratical problems by the discovery method. Students were

4
freShmen et East Stroudsbu4 State College. Findings indi-

',eated that ability to solve mathematical problems by the

discovery method was related to mathematical ability, .,verbal

ability, mathematical achievement, and sex (females were

better able to use the discovery method than males).

0
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Post (1969) analyzed students' problem-solving ability

to see whether it could be increased by exposure to aspects.

of a problem-solving process,,and to see the relationship

between problem-solving ability and intelligence and creati-

vity. Of these factors, only. intelligence was found to be

significantly related to problem - solving ability. //



Dodson (1971) sought to describe "insightful" mathema-

_.
tical problem solvers. ',,The study was designed to make use

of the National Longifudinal Study of Mathemaeic6 data. bank.

Aside from super4OritTin mathematics, Dodson found the fol-
.

lowing to...be characteristit of*successful problem solvers:

high verbal and general reasoning test scores, Nod deter-
,

miners of spatial relationships; re'sists, distractions. and

identifies critical elements, divergent thinkers, low test.

anxiety, and positive attitude toward matnematics.

Three studies sought to relate inquiry processes to

some individual claracteristip Kersch fOundindividuals'to

vary in their bility to operate at various cognitive levels

by sex,. and socioecomonic status.. Wallach found relation.-

,ships cwac1-1 propensity for risk- ,taking and behavior of

ex egsitig possibilitj.es and. analysis. Cunningham found

rigidity to adversely effect problem solving.

Kersch (1967) used three methods to ascertain'the cog-

nitive levels used by California fifth-grade pupils when

considering the basic docuMents of American government.

used multiple choice queStions, pupil interviews, and.dlass-

room observations. The data were.nalyzed by sex,-I0;and.

socioeconomic status. A number of specific fialings were

reported. Kersch Concluded that boys do better than girls

on knowledge and comprehension taskii, but girls outperform

boys. on highcr, order tognitiVe tasks. IQ appeared to be the
o

most important variable related to performande. Socioeconomic

56.
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status and performance on knowledge, comprehensica, and ap-

plication questions were related. Kersch recommended that

materials should be varied to accomodate differences in sex,

socioeconomic status, and ability.

Wallach (1969) considered the differences between "the

expression of possibilities" and "the analysis of implica-

tions." he suggested that children skilled in the latter

but not in th former nay avoid risk-taking, innova ve

activities., Wallach also feared that such education41 media

as teaching machines might inhibit the process of expressing

possibilities and result in an overly rationalistic.view of

thinking processes in education.

Cunningham (1967) investigated children's rigidity in

problem solving. Rigidity was defined as the failure to use

objects for the solution of new problems that were used in

previous unrelated problems. He found rigic:Ity related to

personality, situational factors, previous experience,

psychological stress; age, sex, aid intelligence. He saw

flexibility in problem solving as a learned behavior favored

by the use of socratic methods and permissive teaching situa-

tions. Students exposed to a variety of problems were able

to shift to new problems more smoothly than those who trel

been drilled on many similar problems.

Clearly inqufry ability is not.unidimensimal. It does

appear to be related to general intelligence., but other' factor



seem to be involved. Representative of these other factors

are socioeconomic status,. sex, and rigidity.

Manipulation. Two studies were found related to manipz

ulation. Price (1969) trained fifth, seventh,. and eighth-graders

to gather data empirically by manipulating .objects with their

hands to see whether this process would transfer to a problem

situation outside the classroom. Increases in the use of the

process in the test situation were not statistically signifi-

cant, either: for gifted children or those of normal range IQ's.

.
Davis (1964) described two kinds of teachihg as important

to the Ma.ison curriculum project in mathematics. Experience

lessons provided pupils with direct experience with mathema-

tics. Measurement of angles and calibrating a spring balance

were given as examples. Teachers were not directly involved

in these experiences. Seminar experiences did involve teach-

ers and occurred when pupils had sufficient experience with

the mathematics involved to fee) the need for same structuring

statements. Teachers used guiding rather than leading'pro-

cedures during seminars.

Neither of thcse studies provide support for Suchman's'

notion that manipulation facilitatcd learning.

Perceptual Set. At least three studies dealt with per-

ceptual set. Grotelueschcn manipulated four introductory

learning-sets in combination with three instructional programs.

Slaughter studied pupil interest in relationship to learning,

O
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and Jahn W. Vil son studied three arithmetic problem solving

strategies. His conclusions led him to speculate that see-

ing the structure of a problem might be a function of set.

Wilson's study will be detailed under discovery.

Groteluescheu (1968) studied the effectiveness of three

instructional programs and four introductory sets. The in-

structional programs were completely sequenced, partially

sequenced, and random. Three of the introductions were rele-

vant to the content, learning base four system. of numbers;

one introductory program dealt with the theory of measure-

ment. No effects were found for the structuring or introductory

materials, perhaps due'to their abstractness. Differences

were found for the sequenced paired associate learning pro-

grain. Grotelueschen worked with adult learners.

Slaughter (1965) hypothesized that pupil learning would

be related to their' interests. Interests were assessed

through forced-choice book selections and review ci pupil

reading lists. The experimental lesson contained equal

amoutts of hiograi)hical and,non-biographical ir.formation.

The introduction was manipulated to stress either the bio-

graphical ur the non- biographical -aspects of_ Lase lesson.

Slaughter found no significant differences due to intro-

duction. All interest scores were low.

Neither Grotelueschen nor Slaughter found their data to

support the contention that peiceptual set effects learning.

59
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John W. Wilson thought that set might influence perception in

solving a problem.

Organizational Patterns. Two studies dealt directly

with organizational patterns. James Wilson taught pupils

general and specific heuristics; henry enco9raged learners

to invent their &T11 categories when classifying pieces of

literature.

James Wilson, (1968) studied theeffects-of instruction

in task specific,' means-ends,-and planning heuristics on prob-

lem solving and transfer task. Instruction was given through

self-instructionixpoklets to 144 high school pupils. Problem

solving achievement tended to,be independent of level of the

_heuristic in which the pupils were instructed. Significant

interactions were found for the transfer tPsks. Problem

solving was enhanced by knowledge of a combination of heuris-

tics and by pradtice in their use. Wilson concluded that

means-ends heuristics and planning hetiristics should be in-

corporated into problem solving instruction.

Henry (1968) described a unit approach to the teaching

of literature tha'- stressed concept develOi..;i:ent. The goal

of the approach was to encourage pupils to invent the unit's

structure rather than to learn the teacher's structure as is

commonly the case with unit instruction. Pisces of literature

were present serially. Each piece was readfor its esthe-

tic vali.:e4 A discus::in then ensued to decide whether the
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new piece was an instance of the category under consideration

or an 'instance of a new category. Henry noted that complex-

ity.could be added by random presentation of pieces*of literature.

The program was tried with 10 teachers and 400 puPils. High

pupil involvement was reported.

Summary. Collectively these studies do not support

Suehmanis formulation.of searching behavior. There were

differences in inquiry outcomes for ;.earners of varying-

intellectual and personal characteristics. Set, manipulation,

and organizational patterns did not seem to have noticabfe

-effectson inquiry. No final judgement can be rendered be-

cause little work appears to have been done.

Ddta ProceSs,ing. Several studies considered ways in,

which learners process data. Larsons, Byers, and Geisinger

studied_ strategies used by learnerS in solving problems.

D. W. Chambers andKersh discussed results suggesting the

value of practice in organizing data. The,value of prac-

_tice.also found support from Johnson and from James Wilson.

(see Searching--Organizational Patterns). J. K. Davis ex-

amined the effect-of cognitive style or. concept identification

and found analytic subjects'to be particularly: effective.

Finally, two studies contained an element of learner control

over the'inquiry prOcess. Johns used self-pacing end

Iventasch self-direction. 1-1:_nry in. the prcicus section en

couraged learners to invent the structures .they used in,

categorizing literary events.:

-0
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)arsons (1965) compared fifth-graders,eXperienced ir

inquiry with -inexperienced inquirers_on'two of, 'Bruiser's and

two of Piaget cognitive problems. Problems ?ere admin-

istered individually to the 36 pupil subjects. She found

three strategies being employed: focusing, scanning, and

62

specific. There were no differences_in the straEegies em-

ployed by pupils when 'working the koblems of-Bruner and

Piaget. The pupils most experienced with inquiry were the

most sophisticated problem solvers, but thenext most ex-

perfenced group was the least. Larsons concluded that:the

four components of strategies-,-objectives, organization,'

:system, and validation-,:could provide useful dimensions.of.

future studies.

Byers (1961) developed 4. proeed,are to determine

mat .on gathering str47tegies used by two samples of,educat.ional

psychology students. to gp.tb..di information during a concept:

learning task. :ghe. task consisted of learning- two character-

, .

istic Concepts embedded in a field of five irrelevant

dimensions. instances of, the concept were preened

three-by7three cardsarranged.in 4:01i73 and columns before the
.$

subjects. TheOrder of card selectioni,was recorded and.be-
. .

came-A:he record of the subject's informatio,gathering
. ,

strategy. Timerto-criterion was the dependent variable, .The

procedure did.succeed in identifying subject information-

gathering strategics.. Both groups used 'a full range ofstrategies



that'vetied.from low risk, Consgrvative focusing to high

ti., focus gambling. The optimal strategy, conservative

)
focusing was seldom used,- but subjecits did improve with

practice.'

-Geisinger (1965) sought to teach tenth-gradel;iipils.'a

''ipstraint strategyuseiul in Solving Twenty Questions prob-

lems`.lems'. :One group Wee taught.the.strategy, another was,not.,..

Both grouPs learned equally:well leading- the dnvestigato

:o conclude that an,opportunity only was required.to:learn

the-:Strategy.

B. W. ThaMbers (1971). conducted' an experimental study,

.whichict)Apared four level of discoVerY,and two levels of
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overlcarning. using an achievement- criterion:' Chambers was

careful to differentiate diieovery 'and guided discovery from

meaningful learning, djetovery.teaching, and:inquiry teach--

ing. lie found overlearning to have-a more powerfUl effect

transfer than did diseovery, Overlaarning seemed to

n impOrtant condition for transfer of a discovered, principle

,

because practice -seemed tO rake.the disnovered principle

available for trrnsfar-
., . e

Kersch (1962) found support for tihe-cOnclusidn that

selfdiscbvcvy tDotivatd hi h school pupils to prad4ice and

thus rememer and transf;er ore than groups ,taughtdireetLy.

In other results, rote and ffuiaed discovery ,;roUps: performed

equally Well on recall,and.tran:fer tasks onpp.st-and several
45

delayer' treatwilnt
'
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In a study designed, to improve problem solving processes.

Johnson ashrld groups-Of college students to write solutions

to,problems with the-following results: instructions to

..write many solutions res ted in solutions of lower mean

quality but more supexior solutions; quaeYity was raised by

infoi-mation aboxit criteria for good solutions; and large

liantity was associated with lowqualj.ty:.

J. K: Davic:'(1969) conducted two e riments to study

the influence of an individual's cognitive style on concept
---"-77--,.

identficati:eplft In the first study high school students

classified figura-Ipatterns into four catories. Results

. showed that high analytic subjects made fewer errors than

lower analytic subjects. In the second experiment four dif-

. -
ferent training cc-t'itions were use; (verbal-prompt, prompt,

verbal, and control) with, different grotros of the students.

Again high. nalytic- subjects made fewer errors than lower

-analytic subjects. Training.procedurea did n 'fferen-
.

ti.ally efflect performance of spjectsvith dif nt cognitive

styles.

Johns 1966) compared eighth-grade science pupils in-

structed by traditioral means and by means of a self-paced

r-'
series of-e:T'criences. Commercial measure . of critical:

th.thhing, problem solving, attitudes, study.ski , and

subject content ware used as Criteria. Five teacher-made

tests were also used. Johns found no signigicant differences

a



between groups on .the commercial tests. Significance in faVor_

of the traditional group was found on three:of-the:teacher-

made tests.

Iventasch (19.69) foUnd no significant differences, between

)/teacher-directed and self directed problem solving techniques

in their influence on conteat achievement, undellstanding of

concepts for problem solving', and attitudes of the junior

high .school students tested.

Learners were found to use a variety of strategies in

processing data for problem solcVing. Byers found that they

seldom used the most productive strategy. Johnson found that

quality of solutions improves? when subjects learned the char
t.

acteristics of superior solutions. Latoons found her most

experienced inquirers were her best inquirers. Practice in

using inquiry strate ies was also, found to be important by

and Wilson (in the previous,section). 'Davis

ers wit e..5 nal analytic styles most effective

in concept learning from figural patterns. Interestingly,

Davis' training procedures did not effect learner perform-
:

ance. Neither Johns or lventasch fdund an advantage for

pupil control of learning proce-Sses.

From these studies it appears that learners use

strategies. in organizing data.' It appears that strategies

can be tamght and that practic witha strategy improves

peg.axmance.

65
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Discovery. The act of disco.'ery was defined by Suehman

in terms of insight or the perception of relationships among

elements of the problem. While insight happens within indivi-

duals, teachers can.facilitate its occurrence by arranging

orcsequencing events and by asking structuring questions.

Discovery will lie considered under two headings: Conditions

and Teacher Manipulations.

Conditions. A few investigators addressed themselves to

considerations that could be classified as conditios pro-

moting inquiry. Marin considered the effect of closed versus

openended experiments. Buckeye (1969) found that creative

ability and achievement levels obtained by preservice math-

'ematics teachers were increar,ed by c.e.i.tive college classloom

cnvicoments. Baughman developed a set of criteria with

which to evaluate the value of materials in promoting heuris-

tic thinking. Marin (1969) studied the effects of onen-ended

experiments versus closely directed experiments on concept

,omprehension, laboratory performance, and achievement in prob-

lem solvingin high school physics. No sigftificalit differences

were .found.

Baughmnn (1968) developed criteria for materials that

promote heuristic thinking. His procedure was to determine

the. cognitive tasks--as definCA by 116om--required to con-

duct heuristic thinkiIg as described by Polya. He identifie6

criteria for materials that prcmoee heuristic thinking: the

a

situ.v:icii must be based upon an important structural idea,

'the siluation must provide elements to create information
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_not anticipated by pupil experiences, the situation mustcon-

tain the .unknown element embodied in an unknown process or

-

idea, the situation must contain minimal data, and the 'situa-

tiqn must be based on a search ior a pattern or condi,tion.

Teacher Manipulations. A number of teacher manipula-

, tions are thought to encourage discovery. Among these, are

questi_oning strategies, cues, and highlighting. Two inves-,,

.\
tigatots looked at teacher questions.k Pfeiffer and Davis

examined the.cognitiVe levels of questions asked by teachers

on examinations. Je440 W. Wilson examined the _characteristics

of prol5lems stressed by. arithmetic teachers in problem sol-

ving. The effects. of guidance on 'problem solving was

studied. by Butts and Jones, and '$aistrom. Frick used the

number of cues used by.leatners aslari indicatilion 6f learner

intuitiveness. Highlighting in the form of having learners
4.

.441.%

verbalize correct solutions to concept learning, tasks was

used by McNeany and Keislar..

Pfeiffer, and.Davis (1968) classified questions on

teacher made ninth-grade tests according to cognitive levels

as described by )loom. A variety of junior high school sub-.

jects were involved. Contrasts, were made by curricula:

college preparatory, business, and prevocalional. While

more higher order questions were found for pupils in college

preparatory courses, an overall lack of concern for the areas

of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation was found. More higher'

o



order questions were found for English aid world history then

for other subjects.

John W. Wilson (1965) experimentally comparvd three

arithmetic problem solving programs. One program stressed

action-sequence sturctures; i.e., it. attended to character -

.tic actions and' sequences of each operation. The second

program stressed "wanted-given" struc)ures; i.e., the charac-

teristic purp.es of each operation. The third program was

a practice-only control group. The subject population was

made up of 80 fourth-grade pupils randomly assigned to treat-

merit by ability third. All contrasts were significant and

each favored ha,"wanted-given" program. Wilson speculated

that "seeing" a problem's structure might be a function of

an acquired set rather than' the result of organizing a field..

He also speculated that the structuring definitions and phrases

might Jctually be functioning as mediating variables.

Butts and Jones (1967) studied the effects el.! planued

guidance on the problem solving behavior'of elementary pupils.

Pupils assigned to the experimental treatment received in-

quiry trc..ining from 30 to 60 minutes per day for three weeks.

A pre post design was used. A specially constructed inven-

tory of science processes was 'used as the criterion. They

found a significant relation&hip between inquiry. training

and problem solving behavior, but nosigoificant relationchiP

with roncept rransfer e changes -in recall of factual know-

ledge.

6s
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Salstrom (1967) compared two science inquiry strategies

differing in the amount of guidance afforded sixth-grade

pupils. The 130 pupils were given decks of cards relevant

to en observed science event. Questions the pupils might

wish to ask were printed on one side of the cards; answers

oa the other. Pupils were asked to select those cards bear-

ing questions they wanted to ask and to arrange the cards in"

the order in which they wanted them asked. Salstrom found

significant differences favoring thegroup receiving greater

guidance.

.Frick (1969) sought to establish a relationship between

intuitive thinking and achievement, creativity,- and certain

socioeconomic factors. The Westcott Pereeptual'Infe.zenee

Scale was used to identify intuitive thinkers,. The scale

is made up of 15 figures. Eight clues are given for each

figure. Pupils identifying figures with-few clues were.

classified as more intuitive than pupils who used more clues

before making an ideritificatioa. .the population of 96 114noins

fifth-graders.was found to be s%ewed toward the 11On-intuitive

end of the scale. Correlations of intuitive thinking scores

with measur,!s of achievement, socioeconomic status, and crea-
,

tivity were found to be non - significant.

Mcmeany and Keislar (1967)-studied ae effect of labeling

on problem solving of kindergarteu.childen. The problem

solving task was to select the correct picture of f-hree dif-

° fering in size only. Sc::iv pupils were required to vEsIbalize



the correct sele'Ltion, others were not. In a pilot study,

significant differences were found for the labeling group.

These results were not .replicated in a more elaborate study

where presentations were electronically controlled. There

was some indication of interfering effects of language.

Summary. Not enough work was done with conditions that

promote discovery. Baugumen did establish criteria useful

in developing or evaluating materials designed to promote

heuristic thinking. Harin did not find open-ended science

experiments superior in teaching concepts, laboratory per-

formance, and problem solving.

A fundamental teacher manipulation is questioning. One

would presume that inquiry teachers would use more higher

order questions. Pfeiffer and Davis found that teachers ask

a disproportionate share of Iowa:: cognitive questions. We

presume that little inquiry was being conducted. Butts and

Jones were successful in teaching an inquiry process and

Wilson found a wanted-given strategy superior for mathematics

problem solving. Guidance during problem solving.was found

to be importix.t'by Salstrom. Apparently pupils-can be tatight

inqua en] some specific teacher manipulations were found

to be prodOctive.

70
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Motivation

Motivation does not seem to have received the same degree

of attention as other facets of Bruner's formulation. It cer-

tainly received less attention than problem solving and inquiry.

No claim can he made that the few studies reported here re-

present the entire body of research. We chn simply say that

we,cast a broad net and came up with few studies.

While they are few in number they are not without inter-

est. Only.onc study directly tested the proposition that

intrinsic motivation was superior to extrinsic motivation.

That study was conducted by Boyle. McGuire and Rowland con-,

sidered the role of curiosity in basic learning proce:zses.

They'considered an understanding of curiosity essential to

understealding basic intellectual processes. Two studies

brought out the individual nature of motivation. Diamond sur-

veyed eleventh-grade pupils to determine their motivation

for enrolling in chemistry. Hardin surveyed intermediate rnd

junior high school science pupils and their teachers to de-

termine which .aspects of a science course were most interesting.

Relevance was considered by two investigators. Conklin

identified two theoretical positions regarding relevance aad

Schneider advocated the use of locally developed materials to

achieve relevance.
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Two.studies not directly related to BrUner's formulation

of mdtivation are included because,they are interesting and

describe aLternatL approaches. Ohme's is the first. He de-

scribed an elective short course organization that offered

both pupils and teachers greater opportunity to capitalize
.

4.

.on their particular interests and talents. The second is

Koch who described a self-Paced contract aproach to U. S:

history.

Boyle (1964) compared the effects of intrinsic and ex-

trinsic motivation on learning and retention: Ninety sixth-

grade pupils were 'grouped by. treatment--extrinsic, intrinsic,

and,extrinsic-intrinsic--and ability--above or. below 115 IQ..

Pupils 1.-cart a fopr page article and were immediately, tested...

They were tested again .it. two weeks on the same content.

Boyle found no differences for the conditions of extrinsic

or intrinsic motivation, but significant -differences on both

the immediate and delayed posttests for the.coMbi.o:Icion

treatment- of intrThsic-extrinsic motivation.

McGuire and Rowland (1963) reviCwed Berylne'.S work on

curiosity. Motivation, exp/oratory behavior,.epistemic,

and selected factors such a.§. arousal were studied. McGuire.

and Rowland concluded that a knowledge of the 'effective use .

of curiosity is necessary for understanding intellectuaT pro-

cesses.

9



Diamond (19.71) studied telationshipsbetw6en reported

motivation for enrolling in eleiventh-grae chemistry and

understanding of basic chemistry and prObleM solving. She

also examined the effectiveness of chenis Curricula in

promoting

alternate

science Understanding arid Consider dhe need forr
, .

chemistry curricula. She obtained inforffiation

from 684 pupils regarding their reasons for'enro1ling.in.

chemistry' and certain demographic data She also obtained

Measures of basic chemical khowleage and problem soaving,

understanding of science, and intelligence. From inter-
.

correlations she concluded, thatka majority of pupils elected'

chemistry for reasons other ehan preprofessional, that tradi-

tional curricula were more scccessful than dHEM.curriculum for

'highly mogkvated preprofessionai pupils, and that intelligence

\
and reason for studying chemistry were. the best predictors of

performance on the American Chemical Society-examination She

coriclpded by calling fot additional curricula in chemistry to

better. meet the reeds of the .full range of eleventh-graders.,

Bruner held that pupils learning from Structured mater- .

t

ials end inqUiry i7thodswould be intrInsicalbgmotivated.

./
Hardin (1964) survyed 867.intermedtate and ninthgrade

Florida science pupils and the::. 32 teachers. Two iuven-.

-tories--one for pupilS and one for teachers--were used.

Through factor an*grss .Hardin found the following. Pupils

were interested in Manipulation Of 'physical science materials,
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class participation, speculation about: the earth and a num-
.

ber of other items: Scplatice interests of the two age groups

were well defin2d and different. Pupil involvement in class-

room science experiences according to pupils was related to

a supportive classroom climate, use of pupil experiences in

class, expressions;of teacher concern for pupils' personr.'
4

problems, and participation In field trips. Pupil involve-
.

ment according to teachers was related to application of

research methods, participation in scientific inquiry, cm:.

quisition of basal', lackground inforplation, and a number of

other factors. Hardin ,also found pupils more discriminatin k/'/*

1/
about teacher-pupil relations than instructional methods used.

Conklin (1963) approached the problem o, .motivation

through the concept of-relevance. He saw every philosophical

system.as vievinQ relevance either as intrinsic;' that

,1,elevance exists a 2.t.ori and is discovered; or as created

by human action and stipulated conv,mtion. ,fle went on to

discuss the implications of the concept of relevance to

various educational and philosophical relationships.
1

Schneider (1969Y called for locally ,developed materials

as'the best way of obtaining relevant curriculum materials.

He- argued that America 'is a large,and diverse 1E:nd and that,

a curriculum, suitable for one section, residential group, or

ability level might noL be suite foi 6LOUpC. He

described progra7. cap-le..LI out in Ncw Jersey where four
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introductory units to a two year r*uired U. S. history course

were developed. The units utilized case studies, local prob-

lems, protest music; and other materials all selected in

terms of relevance to a specific population of pupils. He

reported success in motivating pupils. The materials were

well received by average and less than average Opiis, but

superior pupils wonted to get on with preparation for College

Borrds and other conventional preoccupations of the academical-

ly oriented. The.materials were also judged ruccessful in

their basic goal, supplying a reason for studying U. S. his-
(

tory. Schneider noted that time, funds, and moral support

were supplied by the school distTict and obserVed that with,

out such support the job cannot be done. He also noted the

possibility of school districts serving simi.la.r pupils ban-
\

ning together to their mutual advantage..

Ohme (1970) described an interest centered curriculum

developed and tesorad at Torrance, California. The school

year Tes divided into four nipe-week quarters. Each quarter

a number of short courses developed by teachers were taught.

Pupils were free to select courses without regard to grade

level; grades 10-12 were involved. Stress was placed on

designing "relevant" courses. Oh,. claims that relevance was

achievd in that pupil:; selected that whic! intere.;ted them

f4ma. wide variety of choices and teachers ,taught that

which was relevant to them elves. He noted tb populai
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manaf-ment innovLtion43 uc as fle:,:.ble scheaUling and team

teachi 7 became more relevant with an .interest curriculum.
.

.
% ,

He also noted that teachers judged less adequa,e became

highly visible:

Koch (1968) described'a process oriented U. S. hitory

class that he taught/ The approach-used included ceatract

study; independent study, and a combination apcproach. Pupils

worked indepcnIntly on agreed-upon learning tasks or upon

learning tasksdeVised by themselves. The teacher's role

changed from leader to advisor. upils were allowed to work

at -%

%".....7

eir own pace. Some completed t404-le course'llefoi4 the end

f... f tha !-.c.hool year, others completed it Thenext year. He

roported high pupil interest and bot,tressed this impression

With questionnairtdata'. r

To the degree that these studies reflect the field c

motivation we can only conclude that,individual pupil ,/

teacher dibreence? are still a prime factor il

pupi an

'School

inga. Perhaps Diamond's study relates most directly in that
o

she Compare& ability groups and traditional and BrUnA--like

stU-lents. She found a multiplicity of differenaes

and to all favoringthe Bruner-like program. Similarly

/

Boyle foUnd thal motivation was not an. either- or-matter of

inti_nsic vs. extrinsic, but rather. that the two apvob.ches

had complementffects. Ikprdir's results buttress the

general'concl.wien that motiNetion is multifaceted. n that

'go
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study, pupils saw affective'factors es paremount, but..th-:

(tiers ,ucled to stress intellectual.ctors. The other stuclics
.

illustrate alternate views of ilitivatlen and related matters.

. Audio - Visual

EariTit became apparent that our topic encomi?assed tbo

many complex .feetts izhc adequate.y handled. CoAsequenfaly

less ...tress vas placed on audiu-visual. wasjlot done

ause of a lack ofiappreciatinwfor tlic: role of audio-visual

in Bruner's schame. It is just that the field is enormous

algid that, Bruner assigned a fpcilitative rather than a central'

role to audio-visual.

Pry lock's study, :erhaRs mcst interesting. He'con-
c

sidered,verbal and visual media and concluded that'yisual."'"

'

media were essentially inductive iti character. 'The; in

tive chaActer of medid:expleins attractiveness of visual
-

media )to.producers of Bruneriah curricula. Lichtenberg and

Fenton: two producers of new curricula, stresse -he impor-

tande of using media carefully designed for and ine...orporat,.:j

,77

into cur ccluenvs. Haynes described an i

/

iced to mod.: dcsireMes dl media

and to provide technic;,)! assistan.:e in prepariAag madi, 'for

2 "lir
!I 7

use in specific:,ns ..uction40

Often nt 0 monstratej the ,Talud of. yrcic-ran1-6
_,/.

quences in teachin a variety il-stAlectuel actiVO.t.!es.

prograr, ,where ca
L

.14
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Awierton ani W. Clarke reported programc in simulation; Both

reported positive afiective outcomes; Anderson reported mixed

learning effects.

In a positio paper Prylock (1968) found films and lan-
.

guage communications to employ different cognitive processes.

Film was seen as iavolvi.ng essential inductive processes and

'was therefore seen nr a good source of vicarious learning.

Language co,annic(Itions was seen as essentially deduCtive.

Lichtentcrg and Fenton (1966) noted that audiovisual.

materiels developed-for expository presentations may not be

suitable. ror discovery lessons. In their view A-V materials

rte designed to accomplish particular goals and may not

function well when used to achieve other goals. They pleaded-

/
for audio-vsuel materials designed, to, achieve specific goals,

for ,c,:ample.incwiry. /
Ilayncs.(196() reppt ted that me die played an important

role tin FentorOs 1965 NDEA4:umiler institute. A large col-
.

lection of materia)s,verc collected and were available for
, .

perusal by the ,i*citutc participants. Apparently the morn-
.

ing 1Prlorers made -. point of using media and used it well.

A spec;;Ifist was on hrid to .help and Advise participants in

delging and locating media for .heir Alstrudtion. No

revaluatitie dat-, wore presented.,

Oltou, et al. (1969) ;A series of self-instruction

programs de4agned to 'improve the thinking. old problem solving,
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Of fifth' -grade pupils. A total of 704 pupils in 44 classes

participated. Statistica sigdificance. on a "wide variety of

productive thinking measures" was found for the exper7:mental

program. Benefit was found for all sub group and especially,

for pupils in'less advantaged classrooms: Girl:; generally

scored hi.glier Limn boy:.

C. R. Anderson (1970) compared learning of some be-

tiviors related to consumer credit or groups taught'-by

expository or simulated gamemethods. The behaviors taught

were answer factual tests, shop for credit, and sign most

advantageous credit contract% Ttotal senior class (280)

of a high school participated as intact' groups. He found'no

significant differences on anY of his measures. Post hoc

analysis revealed that boys taught by simulation could better

compare available sources esfcredit, while all girls exceeded

all'boys .on i-his measure. Business education and general edu

cation pupils learned more through simulated methods than

through exposition, but college preparatory pupils learned

I

equally well with either method. Andersen quoted earlier

research which revealed no significant differences on meas-

ures'of learLng but high motivation .for simulated methods.

W. -Clarke (1970) reported contrasts in pupil and parent

gttitud'4s toward various value objects fa7orng ppils who

had an extensive simulation expericnce. All of the pupils

in nev,est of three high schools iu a Midu ;st Community.
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partidipated in a simulated political convention.. A semantic

Clifferential instrument and follow-up questionnaire data was

obtained.. Data frorrca randoM sample of pupils -from the other

two .,cheols was.obtainedi- Comparisons of these. data uniform-

ly found pupils with the simulated expgrience xeportiqg more

favorable attitudes toward such value objects as social sudies,'

simulation, and politicians.

Little can be concluded from-these studies, tto evidencec.

was reported-that refuted Bruner's.assertions concerning.media.

The two studies dealing with simulation reported familiar.

findings. Simulated experiences stimulate -participation, but.

do not produce superior learning on conventional measures.

Programmatic approacheS to teaching were found productive by

n1-ten, et and paniother,investigators. Haynes and..

Lichtenberg-and_Fenton_remind us. that media must be properly

used to be effective. Finally Pryloc1-.'s conceptualization of

N, media as requiring -inductiVe process..s should encourage its

'continued use with inquiry approaches to education.

r



Con-qusicl,

Bruner's formulation for reforM of curriculum and in-
*

struction inyulved four basic elelents: structure, readiness

inquiry, and motivition. It would not be possible to cata-.

logue all of the curricula producc6 during the Bruner Decade

that perported to employ a structured approach. As we have

seen in this s:immary, structure was variously defined and

not infrequently it was impossible tl know bow the reporter

was defining structure.

As is the usuai case, little evaluative rescarZn was

conducted. Most of the rperts included statements con-

cpving perceived :7eception of the innovative curricuTum.

4

We have no way of knoWir.g,if these perceptions were self-

fulfilling. When data were collected, it generally included

generalized evaluative assessments, 'which are almost invar-
a

iably supportive. The new it seems is always bettvr than

the familiar.

When comparative data were obtained.-the situation be-

comes less eXear. Often the structured product produced

better.kOultsacco'iding to Mina mpasure.' The measure gen-
,

crally being the ,invention -of the in%Testgzo'or. Insufficient

.,details concerning eValuativeinstrunients'cduses one to ac-

cept such *esUltSWith..reserVations.. Often standardized

tests :Are used. Men thvy weresignificar- diffcnences

were harder to find, but then the teszs t:nerally medsure.

fools other tha,r1 those sought by `authors of structured cur-

ricula.
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We can seldom determine tha degree to which an 1.7.,nova-
,

tive pro:-;ra! actunlly iinplemented t.lac the innavctive

approach given a fair trial is always an important question.

An equally iportant question involves the other methods;

were they fairly rrdresented in the comparative test?

Data were fo:ad vo support some of the new curricula.

The structural concept does provide a' workable test for

what should be included in a program Of,study, thus helping

the profession avoid the content clutter that too often ob-,-

scures the valuable in conventional courses.

The notion .of readine;;s does seem to have worked out.

Young children were. successfully instructed Inc wide variety'

of topDcs. It does seem that learner readiness is more de-

,

pendent upon how somerhilg is presented than upon -the ihherent

complexity of'the idea t its ultimate level of sophistication.

Tids nding leaves o en the question of what should be

1(13

.

taught to young chi dren.

Tie <topic of inquiry received enormous attention. In-

quiry, variously defined, was compared to every imaginable

method of teaching with mixed results. Inquiry proeL,dures

often produced superior- transfer learning as clalMed by

Bruner and many others, but not always. Suchraan conduCted

the most elaborate study of. .inquiry and obtined 'ambiguous

results, Factors relevant to individual learner and teacher

differences and content varimble.s seem to confound the ques-

tion, With.regrd to these issues the findings of Bruce

see ..elevart
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Bruce (1969) agreed with an earlier study.ef Burnett (1964)

that there vac "caLcity of research findings leading toward

sound modificati.oas of practice it science education (p. 415)."

Bruce noted a.persistence in promoting one type of teacher be-

havier when evidence suggests a relationship between kinds of

learning a-. lariouz; patterns of leaC.er behzvior. Other studies

indicated that college study of science did not-increase critical

thinking nor understanding of science and that qualified science

teachers and scientists did not differ in their understanding of

science. The relationship between teacher behavior and pupil

achievyment 'appeared to be stronger than the relationship betweep

teachers' sci.entebackgrovulr' .nd pupil. achievement. Also, stu-

dents trained to obseive
i
themselves adapted non-directive teach-

I

.ing procedures more easily.thar untrained students. - (Apparently

3 .

one can sensitize students to behavior that correlated. -4ith

:desired pupil outcomes,)

The-question of motivation is even more compleX. Bruner

posed either-or alternatives. Motivation was seen as either

intrinsic or extrinsic, i.e., good or bad. The real state of

affairs appears to ba such more complex. Pupils learn and learn

well for all sorts of reasons including accidentally. .Here again

the comp..exities of individual Oifferences play a critical. role.-

!The.chemistry between teacher and learnar apneer^ to be most crit-

ical. An inspired teacher can produce superior ;.eai,: ,g and the

learnin,,; is just a good-ari olir.:m it icslts from enorJacvos learner

interest in the topic,



In closing part I it: seems approprit- to note a remark

made by Klausier 0963) in revi:ing Bruner, et al , Stueies

In Cognitive Growth.. Khusmeir observeJ thnt Bruner's

writing is persuasive, provocative, and bold and that he has

a "disposition to geaeralize well beyond the experimen1.31

data." Perhaps that is l-^t Brunel did in rJoce,.s.

$
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Part IT

-a

Preparing Teachers for the New CuricOa

er



intlOdU:7.tion

e

Developers of the new curricula, that is, curricula

built on the Bruner model, realized enrly thnt steps.h.2d to

be taken to prepare teachers to properly teach it (Zacharias.

and White, 1964). They reasoned that teachers long accustomed

to teaching particular ::curse ontent in traditional 'ashion

would be reluctant to abandon the,t7ecurity of the familizz.

They also recognized the inherent conscrvativensss.cfhigher

education and that science at: the university level wos no

better taught than at the secondary level. Intesponse to

theKse consideraton curriculum developers often opted for

summer institutes and teachers' guides.

Campbell (1964) indicated that strong evidence existed

that suggeDited that teachers'with reasonable knowledge of

chemistry could satisfactorily teach CUM Study with assist-
.

ance Of the.Teacher's Guide (p. 90). Attendac: at a summer

institute where the teacher could become thoroughly familiar

with 1.:11e material aL,1 perform the experiments was highlv

recommended.

In this' part, we will alit.Mine numerous programs that had

teacher prvaration as important element. Included will
, .



be consideration cf preservice, in e aservic,.nd Institute pro-

grams. Most cf tied in com,,-! f shion to one 6f'11e

new curricula or to one or more goals of the new curricu.d

such as inquiry.

We will begin by reviewing studies ad reports Of attempts

to institute on- of the new euriicula. Next we *will examine

attempts to prepare teachers to teach in a fashion compatible

with one or mk..re of the characteristics of the,new currIt.ola.

Lastly, ,e will examine some attempts to prepare the trainers

of teachers of the new Curricula.

Instituting New Curricula

This sr::tion of the review is divided into thY;-e parts.

The first deals direetl with the title of the section: In--

stituting New Curricula. The second rcyic will be considration

Of the need to change teacher education in some fundamental

lq:Ky. The last section. will identify ey,,luative guidelines

and strategies for 'curriculum innovation.

InstitutinF, New Programs :7 Authors of art.cles vl-vicwcd.
.

in this section describe programs undertaken. to prepare teach-

ers for curricu'ulp innovation. Wooten briefly describe; a,

"kick-off" Meeting, for the 1959-60 field trial. of SMSG Mathe.-

matics materials, Thurber deeribez r. t inst.rvicc program,

that accotnpailicd the introduction of Science: is, Process

kroach rlorida. Glass describes bri early national field .
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of BUS'-naf-ural scien/ ma.Lerials. n rsh-Ctl describes

prcparin LC:11.111:ea.; in) introducc the PSSC pazics progrLm,

Herlihy, Cole, end Herlihy describt a teat, approach to pre-

paring tcacher,s i7Qr Nan: A Course of Study. A regional

approach to curriculum . is reported.by:the Bi-St.q.te

Science ProjeCt. ,Another reiConal approach da described by

P. Vc(-ver.

. Wool:on (1965) dese'ribed the preparation of teachers for

the 1959-60 ficld'trial of materials.' He noted a IF

d'y Chicago meeting for representative teachers 'from exper-

imental centers. Attending'teachers had an opportunity

0.scuss'the materials with the authors (p. 89). Because the

.materials.contrAred much new edlatent each [enter enjoyed the

servics of a mathemXti[cianij

ThuPber (1.970) re ,rtec outcomes of.a pre ram designed
.

.to help elemeh ary school t,chers with Scieln4: A"PrOcess

,101/19nch. .Th-e training program iricluded a self-study pro-°

gram fov the text, instruction and spggestions concerning A

wayso teach. the scietjowsmateridls in the form of 25ilinute

twice-weekly teleeasts,.a specially prepared teacheWs hand-
.

book, and form71 instruction. The insecT'çe' pr.ograT was tested.

6

it. Florida. during the school years 68-69 and 69-70. Partici-
.

rating .eaChes were divided into[three experimental groups.

'an-::'one control group, The exy.c.rienta..1 group recci-ved

varying ampunt of Insfruction while the ecntrol group rc-

'peived lnstruction reiArdiug science apparAos. Pre-post

.;[
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contrasts for exp,?rimental graups sho,Jed.sisnifici.mt growth.

. L
as, measured by the Elementary Science Teachers Invenory.

Earlier data
1

included me;tsures of pupil attitude toward, science

and observations of elassroa:,? prdcess. Both pupi/ measures
I

prochieednificant results in, favor of the experimental

groups. The investigator eoncluded/that the inservice pro-

grate was e.ffer:tive, economical, and efficient.

1
Glass (19621) described the preparation of teachers who

'piloted BiologiCa.1 Science study Committee (ESCS)materiaLs.

'Theso teachers were g,en a briefing on the materials in

August. Materials were received in November an& January for

trial during school year 1960-61, All teachers were clustered

in centers and -each centur-,:mjoyed4the.serviCes of a biologist.

Pilot program teachers ;had weekly mmtings, were paid stipends

for their extra effort, and give a small budget for expenses.
j

Laboratory work was done most successfully by, teachers. faith

relevant training. A policy statement concerning the academic

preparatich.ofteachers of .BSOS:Matier..ials was.iiiade in -1960.

The statement called for a.full yeai of biolOgical sciences

and an additional year of related sciences and mathematics.

A handbook or ahr'.s. gu4 was elso'prepared for the 1960;.61.

fie trial. The hAdliook hd threeseOtion$.;: "a background

14.1to biology;. 'Ivivitation to .nquiry,." and "nOtes and references"

The "inquit.y" section contai6ed a n6Mller of topics for. clasSroom.

./.0
,

4
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Ingurry. Apparently Lh - handbook was only slightly Used.

has since tie. o revised and enlargeC,.

Marshall ( 9g) 'described at tnE.,4vice, rogram used in

..

Florida during l959-60 to prepare teachers tu teach Physical
0

q
ilL

.

tScience Study.Committd PSSC) physics't *A hysics, Course for

teachers carrying 'six semester hours of graduate credit was

taught by a cadre of profecgors preirttred at mla. The colise

for'two c'ecks prior'to the opening of school and weekly

the .''ter for: weeks.. The course dealt,primerily with

.

physics, but heavy empheAs was placed on Adagety and PSSC

ph'losophy. Teachers had an opporcuaity teaerform many of

the PSSC experiments and to watch'and dis uss others. The

immediate."trted to know" of participating teachers. was

4
S strong motivation iii this progcm. The weekly Meetings

,e
were also seen as a sofirc'-of security for teachers yentur-

,'

ing on new ground.. The 1 lervice program also helped schools
l'

and universities. work more closaly as they were in onstant,

contact. Questionnaire data fromparticipatirt teachers.gen-
.

erally rated PSSC physics .excellent or good. A comparison

of college perrmaree in physics cf students.with PSSC and

tradtaonal high school physics found no signitLcant differ-
.

encbs. ..Note is also taken of the importance of administra-

tors to successful iimovatioas, of teacher "enthusiasm, and

of( teacher preparation. Marshall alb expresed a preference

for inservice programs over sumine institu:-.S. Ile seems to

feel the immdiacy of the "need to know" as important.
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Herlihy, CoLe, and Ea..lihy (.1971) described a "campus

89

, .

tea'm" svatcgy for insrrvicc and prorcrviee educetion of

\
.

.

teachers arfd.curricillum innovators. Methods .professors ynd

campus school teachers were teamed and tagght the theory, de-
a,

sign, and wethodOlogy of a process oienited social studies

A Cotire c!: Study (NACOS). Campus teams

cordueted inservice progralAs in nearby schools adopting,..TIACOS

materiels. The program consisted of three-day preschool .

workshops for paeticipatin teachc:rs and a&ainistrators

and twenty biweek classes through the school Year. Thus,

the.p4)gram not\,Only provided an initial orientation to the

curriculum, it also provided, close and continuous support.

few participating school personnel anoughout. the initial

year. The authors xeiterete statements of earlier ERIE cur-
,

riculum innovators to. the effect tilat prior written aExeement

concerning role .iespcnsibilities and financial commitment is

an essential Cor.,1cli:tion for success.

I

The use of MACOS materialoi,/,aS central to the program.

Preservice teachers learned to use the materials in their

social.stuCies methods class .-nri:when possible latei.during

student teaching with an irservice teacher also taking train

ing with a campus team. Inservice teachcri learned from the

preschool workshop and the biweekly classds, but more impbr

tantly from using the material; in class. Thus, participants

learned the materials and the 1,rocesses necessary fo.. their
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proper th,plcentatio simultancouly. IL was ho-,-,e4 th,-,L a

multiplier effect would ke Thqt is, a limited

number of campus tea,ms would train a larger number of 1)1:c:-

service teachers who could then work for further adoptions

and training programs when placed. IuseVi.e.e teachers could

he expected to persist in using the program where adopted.

The program was judged an all on:Julid suoccor based on

questionnaire data gathered from all participents. No school

dropped from the program and a number of additional schools

requested participaLion during the. second year

The )3i-State Science-Project (1970) was organized in

1967 for the purpose of upgrading ecience education in north-

west Iiisseuri an southern Iowa. Thcre were three objectives

for the program: improvement of tear.her atti!:uLe toward

teaching of science, development of teacher knowledge and

skills of science, and curriculum implementation. The pro-

ject featured four:week summer workshops where selected

elementary teachers worked with the materials that they

would use in tiv.lir classrooms during the regular term. Spe-

cialized consultants were used to help participating teachers

through the sUmmer and acadeMac year and Lo hold monthly meet-

ings through the academic year. Microteaching for teacher

self-evaluation was also part of the program, The science

programs instituted were Science Curriculum improvement

Study (SCIS), American Association for the AcilInce.rent uf

Science (AAAS) , Elementary Science Studies (S), and Experiences
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developent work was repcatcd during the following school year

majer benefits of the progr,7m 17ere seen as: promotion of co-

operation among counties, articulation betwcen grades, involvement

of teachers, end teachers' realization of the importance of

updating and revisir: cuLLiculu.

Considered iv chronological order one con perceive con-

siderable increase in sophisicetion, The one day confeienec

noted by Wooton could hardly be considered adc:lute, but that

was back in 1959. The approach used by PSgS co.Aining pre-

school conferences end regular meetings of particpating

teachers in pilot areas was more elaborate and employed a

pattern that sew considerable use. Cen1inuous contact with

other teachers participating Sr. innovation was e.:1 important

feature of the P!;SC Florida og::n described by Marshall.

Marshall also reported data that suggested some success for

the program. Data collection plus variations in inservice

treatments were reported. by Thurber. Thurber's study not

only established an effect on teachers, but more inportant,

he sought to establish an effect on pupils. Even more sophis-

ticated was the program described by Kerlihy, Cole, en1

Herlihy. Their progm coordir:ated preserviceand i,mservice

training, experience with the meterials as featured in the

PSSC program, and pode provision for a effect as

preservice teachors took posit toss in tlIc profesr.ion.



The tYz rec;ional studies d.e:ionstrate that son!ething can

be done on a. less thiln scale even thouf-k both pro-

ject enjoyed outside help. These two studies lend support

to Schneider's (1969) call for material relevant to pupils

in a particu)ar lo.cale. The local character of these pro-

jects combined with high user peTticipation in their introduction

(the Bi-Stste projuct) or developent (Naryland) mighit well

contribute to their success if ve can believe the assertions

of Johansen that participation in formulation is correlated

with implementation.

In a correlational study based on data obtained from

19:) teachers randomly selected from four Illinois school

systems Tob:,.nseK, (1967) concluded that teacher partieipation

in, or perception of influence on, mu-riculom making signifi-

cantly inureased the likelihood of t,±echer implementation.

Fruth and Yee (971) employed cooperative curriculum

development: with apparent success. They tested the effec-

tiveness of history units developed by anIntegrated Black

history Institute. Twenty-five classes of intermediate-grade

ghetto pupil:_; from eight m--.trop) litan areas received instruc-

tion with the new materials; an equal number of matched

classes did not. Classes receiving instruction st.lhieved

very significantly- higher-scores after instruction; non-

rignificant Of_fferences ware found on a duplicate form pretest.

Certain attitudinal variables were, examined, but no significant
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found.
j

Yee concludud that the progrn.:.... of
o

il!service training and cooperative. eurricolu development as

employ,.d in tbi ti project could rw6:e a difference in pupil

learning and perhaps in the long run a difference in pupil

attitudes.

Parkc(1966) noted solTra important conditions that shonld

be satisfied if tachey participation in curriculum develop-

ment is to be successful. Parke reviewed research relevant

to the use of teaching materials from, 1.964 -66. She noted

that rescarch "fz,,ils to deal significantly with the class-

room teacher's ptohlems of coordinating and synthesizing

available learning materials (p, 3S0)." Specific conclusion

identified by Parke include' that Leache la-r1-otion in

develor,lieut of curricula guides did riot noccs:,:nril} re-

sult in increased usage, unlss teachers Nere -.recognized fo:
i

the tilme and contributions they made and 1".nlef:.s necessary

organizational conditions wore satisfied. .A number of find-

ings related to the use of media and programmed instruction

were .sistent with Brt.ler's recomendation thatmadin i,11 is

be incor,ror9.ted into leaLoin% enporiences rather than being

used as

Finally n. S. (1971) desevjbed a curriculum eval-

ugltien pro:;rr:m that involved comprehensive plannirg. Comprehensive

planning inolved t e chci:3 and LOministri,).terE, z\t each stage from..

identifying objectjvcs t interpreting resulLs, Steps in tile
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procedure included: identifying objectives, preparing per-

formance indicatore, administering indicators, ad compering

pre-post results. The -program c?as carried. out in Radnor

Township, Pennsylvania and involved 3,200 pupils. Impression.-

istic evaluation held that teachers became more critical of

what they were doing and teaching and more aA:nre of their

pupils. The program-involved mathematics, but Miller feels

it sufficiently fle);ible to be applied to other subjeCt areas.

ChanRes in Teacher Education. Not surprisingly some in-

vestigators called for fundamental changes in teacher education.

Institutes and inservice programs can have an fce.....ect on the

way teachers in service teach as we have seen. Unless one sees

advantages to immediate retraining u1')on, gl.-aduati_on, one natur-

ally turns to thinking about initially preparing teachers to

teach the new curricula.

R. B. Smith called for a shift in teacner-Cducation that

would complement: the major shift in the new curricula, that

is, a.shift away from categorized information to an emphasis

on inquiry. Haterma;:i called for a similar shift, .but doubted

that it could be obtained through higher education, lie called

for professional, rather than liberal , education of teachers.

Any program of teacher education requires procedures for eval-

uating outcomes. Shulimn used one to observe inquiry behavior

of teachers; Ribble designed and tested on instrument to assess

teacher adherence to a-model uscc by the Economics Project.
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R. B. Smith (1S68) observed that recent curricular change

that placed stless on inquiry instead of content have not been

met by complimentary shifts of stress in teacher education.

He held that the classical view of science, where knowledge

is categori:ted and further broken down, is obsolete. He as-

serted that in the modern conenption, kw:Alledge is ncnstructed

and what counts is the inquiry process -that produces knowledge.

He felt that teachers should be able to e,2aluate the psycho-

logical structures of pupils, relate learning experiences to

fundamental rela,tionshfps a in the pupil's repertoire,

recognize learning as an active. process, und.arstand that eon-

cepts are learned in context and arise out of inquiry, and

finally be aware Olat pupils must discover the form and pat-

terns of relationships.

Haberman (1968) noted three conditions that mitigate

against programs of teacher education. The first related to

the incorporation of teacher education into higher education.

This condition shifted the omphasis from true "knowledge,"

i,e., the doing of something, to knowledge "about" classes

of events, The other ;:.wo mitigating conCitionr1 seen by

Haberman were the course format and perceptions of teaching

modeled in higher education He proposed shifting the site

of teacher education to the schools and communities, re-

ring students to plan end control their own progress, and

basing evLluation on real performance witb pupils, colleagues,



and parcnts. In shDrt, he proposed a proram of professiol

rather than liberal education. He went on to doscribc mini-

conres and .how they might be usee in a program of professional

preparation.

Shulman (1969) reported a model developed to observe and

'score inquiry bchevior of preservico teachers. It was found

thI.t certain predictor variables can 'be used to pvedict

inquiry ben-wior. Effects of student teaching experiele on

inquiry perforiatnceare also reported.

Ribble (1967) developed an instrument designee to assuss

'the adherence of Economics Project teachers to structure pre

scriptions and discovery method prescriptions.of the project.'

The inst.rument ju4ea to be reli4ble and .objective .\ Four

made five visits to each of ten project teachers.

Using Ribble's instrument they were asked to predict pupil

achielrement on the project's criterion mesure. The predicts

proved to be insignificant:

Program Guidelines. Two investigators reported guide-

lines for program establishment, M. Jensen (1969) identified

23 guidclines found useful in inservice programs. Her gui.::.1c-

lines included the use of media in dcmonstrati.sns an givin .

rewards to innovators.

nahan (l971) described sixteen guidelinesfor perfecting

curricul:Ar ch:nige. Thc. ;-pidolines pew out of the Eastern.

Regional InsLitute for Education (ERIE) experience in innova-

ting the curriculum Science-A Process.Ar?ron.ch (SA.P.. in 53
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elementary schools. Over 700 teachers and admiuistrato.2s and

27,000 pupLls were involved. Aron the guidelines 1: -re

itions.to obtain written agreements clearly desci-ibing pLrti-

cipant rules and responsibilities, orip.ulation of a strategy

of curriculmi lnstallation,-aod to require school districts

to invest a suhstantiz:d percen'ie of local funds into the

program. The speci'f:ics of the guidacno.s grew out of observed

contrasts, between schools. designated as pilot programs and

others designted as demonstration. By demnnstration Ilahsn

Fte0.11.5 university laboratory schools where SAPA eyperienced

considerably wore. snecoss. This led him to ,an examination

of the differences between the two elas:=e0 of schools and

formulation of the guidelines.

Preparing Teachers to Teach the New Curricula

A large nul:.ber of studies and reports dealt" with pre'

paring teachers to teach the new curricula, These studies and

articles varied greatly in,coplexity. Most featured a sin-

gle treatment, often an institute or workshop. Others were

compsratively sophisticated in that a sirtgle treatment was.

compared to a contr:J group, or to other treatments. "Single

treatments" and "treatments compared" are major ho,adings of

this subsection of the ..review.
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.4.;ingle. Treatments

Some studies were desived to improve teacher knowlcde

.

of content included inj.:hc new curricula. Other studies and

articles dealt with topics associated with teachinc; the new-

curricula.

Improvinc!, Teiacher 1,nowlcdge. The instructional area of

mathematics, especially elementary matheiiiLtti.CS, received the

greatest attention. Developers of wiathematics curricula: seem

to have favord,visual media, i.e., film or video broadcasts.

Perhaps they felt an urgency to communicate the mathe:oatics

.0
upon which the new math curricula were built: to the teachers

using the materials. That appears to be the case in the:. two

projects reported by J. F. heave.. Cannon Oakes reported
\

a'film .based in Service program Conducted in Tennessee. The

Tennessee program 6tili:rf,ed the same series of 'films in eywide

variety of ways. The same series of films was used in another

project reported. by .Moray. Finally, R.-D. Davis takes rote

of a teacherts'manual designed to help teachers with

matics concepts employed in one of the iUnovatixe mathematics

programs.

F. Weaver (1963) reported an inervice program designed

to acquaint.elcmrtary teachers with basi4: concepts' 0f the new

mathematics. The Dec Moines School pl:o!rect featured wechlY

telecasts on a variety of new math topics, The telecasts v::re

viewed by grouts of teachers after school. A .weekly bulletin

1.)



was distiibuted to prepare. teachers for the telecasts and

follow-up group discussions were held in the schools. Pro-

ject personnel and the television teachers visited viewing

groups to obtain feedback. Teachers reacted. favorably to the

television teacher who became a'real" person through personal

contact with teachers during the group meetings. Teach:nrs

made serious attempts to translate their learnil:g of the

mathematics coi.ltent into their own classrooms, but encountered

di_fficulties due to lack of material, failure to fully under

stand Content, and insufficient guidance from program notes.

Members of the visitation teams agreed that the films and les-

son notes should be revised. Both should deal exclusively with

mathematics, A. parallel series dealingrwitn pedogogical con-

siderations was suggested. 'Weaver concluded th::t television

alone was not adequate for inservice education; folloW'-up

group discussions were important. \ Telecasts should be offered

several. times during the week instead of once to acsommodatc

differences in the schedules of teachers. A need was also

seen for careful orientation of participating teachers ,and

strong support from principals in their role as inst);uctien:41

leader.

J. F. Weaver (1963) described the Wisconsin School of the

Air Patterns in Arithmetic (PIE) project. PTA was designed

to instruct fourth, fifth, and sixth-grade pupils in matho-

ma ties. Biweekly filmed lessons with accompanying pupil.

100



exercise naterials and teacher were used. The hiw,:cAly

films were broadcast as were 11 or 12 (dependinc on

incervice programs. PIA was designed to upde

'intermediate grade arithmetic instruction. It wao hoped

ttachers. would benefit from the project. Weaver accompanied.

a. visitation team. He reported many variations of the pro-

gram in actual use, but concluded that it was a finc effort

on the balance.

Cannon and Oa]:cs (1969) reported the massive use. of the

NCTI4 films Mathenlatics for Elementary School Te:,cherR'for

inservice training in Tennessee., The films wera'usdin every

imaginahle way from self-sclection of individualfilms with

no insCvuctien or d:seussiou to carefully sequenced prasrtnte-

tions with accompanying instruction, discussion, and use of

accompanying text. Data gathered for a doctoral., study was

reported. These data were interpreted assuggesting the

films were equally 'effective in all applications. Hirsh sCt001

teachers of mathematics were often used as instructors in

these programs. Impressionistic evaluation and attendance

suggested that the films were popular; more oere

Cannon and Cakes concluded that the films were useful for

ir,servicc training of elementary teachers of 0thmetie.

Moray (1967) deseribad the dos in and development oi

a series of films for inservice training of elem,ntary tench--

ears in mathc.mtje:.,, The series was entitled M:ltIlematics fOr
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Markham ().962) described W atly N. work::hep

in general science for primary teaAer,. The year long pro-

ject was conducted each Saturday. Mornings were devoted to

lectures on important science topics and afteredons were

turned. over to related laboratory work or to field trips.

Graduate credit in science education was given. Stress was

placed on methodL: Oi science with particular sLress on scien-

tific observation and not on teaching. Questionno4re responses

gave strong support for the programsiespecially the laboratory

portion. The lectures were often seen as too sophisticated

or too hurried, Teachers reported scence permeating all the

subjects they taught during the regular work week. An exam-

ination revealed significant c.onmartd of science content and

staff members were gratified by the entheiasm of the parti-

cipant . Markham concluded by asserting a continuing need

for such workshops to helP experienced teachers gain or re-

gain confidence in their ability to work with science. She

called. for additional institutes to train science supervisors

to provide the continued assistance particinants repo::'Cod

needing.

Westmeyer (1966) described an inservice project in Texas

designed to produce a high school course of study in chemistry

built upon the state text and laboratory manual. The project

also incorrorated C}3A and MN Study materials and experiments

. into the Texas course of study when appropriate. The project

took the form of an inser.ice chemistry conse and in,3Lrution,

each conducted on alternate Wc,dnesdoys. Dew:onstra!:ion teackthg
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was n part of the program. evaluive !'La 17,is presented.

Crowell rcperted on an inservica program designed to

teach trausfozmational grerr through videotapee models .

succeeded in teaching transformational gramcber to his models,

but he did not obtain the desired level of learning with his

target population,

Crowell (1969) studied the effectiveness of an i.nservice

program for teachers of English on transforloational graic..7.Jar.

The piogram sought: to prcpare the teachers of an Illinois

school district to teach transformatioal-grammx through

videotapes of four district teacheIs modeling tbe desired

behavims. The four model teachers -eceived intensive pre-

paration which included ten two-hour :sclsions and outside

reading. Th four one-hour medel trpes pre by these

teachers were shown to the district's English tpatkers for

grades 7-12. The training of the model teachers 8S jud,,

successful, but the taped lecture series was found to be

beneficial, but generally inadequate.

Teachint, the Now Curricula Most of the teacher pre-

paration programa attempted to altr classroom behavior in such

a way as to promote inquiry or a related activity such as

higher order questionning or inductive reasonig. A few had

to do with 'more generel concerns of motivation nnd skill ac-

quisition,
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Inquiry Related. Again the key study appers to the

of Sucimtan (1962). Suchan's inquiry training progrcm fee-

tured confronting elementay pupils with problematic situatloas

and a question, the "why". In order to answer the question,

the pupils had to search for data in the phenomenon itself.

They might also ask the teache l. questions,. but they could not

ask the teacher for a general. explanntior. Pupils had to

formulate their own hypothesis to er,plain the data.

Suchman trained twelve elementary school Leachers sn-dected

for their interest in the project to use his inquiry materials.

The training program consisted of three hours of -training pdr

day for eight weeks. The cnntent of the training included

theories of eo3nition, emphasis of inductive learninc.A, re-

view of Newtonian physics as it related to the stimulus

episodes of the inquiry program, and construction of inquiry

lessons and. practice in conducting inquiry training. Trainees

piaeticed on a group of 18 sixth-grade children who wore

brought in daily for an hour. One teacher worked with the

children while the rest observed. A critique followed.

The effectiveness of the program was judged in terms of

a eriterinn test called "questcst." In each school having

inquiry training there was an equivalent control group selected

for comparison purposes. inquiry groups were given one to

two hours of inquiry training per week. Cont-,:ol groups were

oLon thc same stimulus films but instead of inquiring were

taught didactically% The training period covered 24 weeks

for both grolps.
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Three criterion 17,cu used. One was used to ma,:-

ure conceptmll growt_h. A second, the qucstest, was used to

determj.ne LUe amount of information and underst.;:nding about:

the episodes the child could reveal during v min-

utes of questioning. The third measure yielded en indication

of the kinds of intellectual operations the children performed

in searching for causal relationships in the s t:h.tlus events.

Both the experimental and controlled groups improved

significantly over, the 24 weeks of training. There were no

differences between the two groups on final meaEatres. A trend

in favor of the experimental group was found for Questest sub

section A, mar;tery of principles, and subsection ability

to identify necessary conditions. No significant- differences

were found for subsection C, ability to identify parameters.

For Questest, process, very significant differences wore found

in favor of the inquiry group. That is, the inquiry group

asked more questions. A complex analysis of the types of

questions asked was performed. Many Of the results proved

non-comparable in that the regression slopes for the two

groups was significantly different. In general, the exper-

imental g-;.oup exceeded the control group in all categories,

Visual media were also populor with those who wished

inquiry to become the dominant classroom mode. Szabo described

a set of filmed models developed by the Ill.iaoi a methc,I.:naies

project to illustItc-dasired teaching strategies. Dagne and

Dr.leE, noted another, more reccvit. Illihais mediated inservicc

program.
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Szabo (1964) :sported on the bnivendty of Tilinois Com-

mittee on SchoA Yet-maties (IJIs11) project to produce four

ctegories of films for usA in suli.mor ins titites. The films'

were designed to illustrate: 1) classroom development of cer-

tain mathematics topics; 2) continuity of instruction; 3) a

theory of instru::Licn; and, !;) certa:Ln. mathematics content.

In the first category of films, segments of instruction were

lifted from various. lessons to show how the topic was developed

-over time. Whole lessons were shown in the second category.

The films were seen as a practical substitute for live ob-

servations of classroel interaction for NSF mathematics

institute fellows. Eight millimeter sound cartridge copies

of the films were mode for use with convonieutly located pro-

jectors. Among the advantages seen for the cartridge films

were: possibility of repeated viewing, stimuli for impersonal

discussion of teacning, viewing the development of a concept

over time, and availability of examples of good teaching. No

evaluative data was reported although, plans for a frequency

of use count were reported.

Dagne aLd Bales (1969) described an inservce program that

utilized television broadcasts. Rapld changes in methods and

materials, teacher isolation, and differences in prervice

training programs were given as reasons for an ongoing in-

service program. The program was designed with three goals

in mind implrovement in require hu:,.an skills, ilmprovement
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in require tech:Iical skills, r.nd impovc;:-.ent in neeeL,sary

conceptual skills. Considerati6n t:as also given to the power

of inservice media to effect goal learnings, Television

broadcasts followed by. groui.) ,discust-,-ion-was the .pattern

frequently employed. Stress was placed on inductive, in-

quiry, and exparimental-diseevery al,proaches to teaching.

Favorable i11:7essiouistic testimonials weie presented and a.

More rigorous evelaution was described but not reported.

',Attie can be concluded from these two studies because

no firm date were collected, The ideas do seem agreeable

and reasonable. Leonard and Gies attempted to encourage

inquiry and self-directed learning through the production

of local maccrialc.

Leonard and tics (1973) described a two semester in-

service course designed to promote pupil inquiry and self

directed learning. Thirty teachers end their student teachers

were enrolled. Each pair produced at least one instructional

/ ."pacqueLte- (coordinated resource unit7:

Several studies considered behaviors relatcd-to inquiry,

The Northwest Regional Edncation Laboratory (17REL) developed

an inservice program designed to help teachers proi:oote higher

cognitive processes. Peters study did not involve a treat-

ment, but the presence or 7)sence of formal training in logic,

He ieund training n logic and cri,tical thinking correlated.

The NWREL developacl an inservice program to improve

teacher competence In encouraging higher level reasoninii in
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pupils. Pupils learn reasoning by Lrgum-nnt and diseessicn.nd

by having to subr_ztantiate statements they make during class

discussion. The materials were designed to promote the develop-

ment of four basic capabilities: 1) promote students' think-

ing skills; 2) managing learner experience.; 3) teamwork

_skills for school personnel; and 4) provide support for con-

tinuous learning by school personnel.

Peters (1971.) administered a Lest of critical thinking

to 55 Kentucky student.teschers of English. He based the

test on exercises from a standard high school text. He found'

that teachers generally could distinguish between fact and

opinion, identify either-or statements, etc., but that stu-

dents with courses in logic could do so such better. He

concluded with a plea foI formal training in critical thinking.

Process oriented curricula wore of interest to several

investigators. Westin and Smith described a, summer instiEute

program designed to promote critical evaluation of fundamental

social concepts. They found it worthwhile to let their pro-

gram be guided by student interest. John described a multi-

media Zpproach to -an elementary process oriented social studies

Curriculum. Some units were found to he especially well re-

ceived. Process was also the concern of an Eastern Regional

Institute for.Elducation which created inservice materials.

Westin and Smith (1968) described. an NDP. summer insti-

n.

tute for teachers condueted .by. the Center of Research and ,



Educat.:_on in America. The institute was orf-:nnizei on tIrzee

assumptions, First, "meaningful dlegue" :Trurc, student and

instructor rtilts war:, of greater value in pnsiderin!lr:

democratic concepts than a teacher to student "information

flow." Second, academic specialists ware best used to help

participants frame questions rather Thr."0 anserin

Third, process or a self-conscious -nlalysis of issues and

values was of great concern, To carry out their objectives

the staff utilied case studies, socratic Trestioning, and

sensitivity training. Finally, an attempt wns made to model

democratic decision making and life style in the conduct of

the institute. Teachers and administrators participated in

the institute. The schedule followed by the institu;:e was

general presentation in the morning, psychological and e011-

cational analysis in the afternoon, Lad sensitivity groups in

the evening. Thc basic schedule was altered clue to the urban

rir,ts of 1967 which made real the concepts of liberty, equality,

and justice that were central goal concepts for the institute.

Weston and Srn.th felt the 1.967 workshop was more successful

than an:carljer workshop because they were better able to

respond to the' feelings and interests of the participants.

John (1970) described a multi-media approach tu the

,t.eaching of process oriented elcentary social studies pioneered

at Brunt:wick, NAina. The goal of thc project was to incorporate
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outstanding facets of recent curriculu:i projects-into a, program
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evaluations were i!ade of the process , media, and production

portions of the three yce.- program. inservic:,. training for

the process portion censisted of a one-eek pre-school work-

shop and 15 after-sehaol workshops. In response to a

questionnaire teachers identified four workshops as especially

useful. Th.2y were: planning a unit with teachers from a

single grade; teacher sharing of interesting and useful tech-

niques; demonstrations involving pupils; and consultations.

with mediaspecialists.

Working on the premise that teachers must become man-

aers and guides to snecessful living in an unpredictable

world, the Ea3tern Regional Institute for Education (ERIE)

cleated inservice materials designed to help teachers teach pro-

cess rather than dominate the learning activities of the

classroom. EnlE-designed Process Education for Teachers

(PET) pacicages placed teachers and teacher educators in

student roles to better. understand the learning process.

As with the other studies of this section little data

were colleccd and hence little concluded. A number of

arparentiv werkable ideas were presented. Perhaps the most

eneouraging of the lot: was that of P.udin who described a

large scale attempt to promote productive thinking in

kudin (1970) reported a large study of i.nscrvice educe"

ton. The progn-lii included three training elements: development
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ials on conterorary social issues, and a set of methods or

teaching strategis. Appro:zimately 500 tcachels and 15,000

pupils participated in the program. A unique feature of the

program was the. use of teacher facilitators in en.ch partici-

pating school. Teacher fecil'Ant.ors woreselecter.' by

pathcipating Leachers. ltudin repo:ted that it was easier

to change a faculty than a teacher and that: the feilure of

inservice programs was dUe more to faulty design thr:1 teacher

resistance.

Cenerel Concerrs., lhe. reports collected under this

hea']irg vary in their concerns Pnd in specificity. The

most, gene-..al along both dimansien wa:, the progi:-..ol described

by Pol.anski feat.ured regular shcwing of film:, to inter-

ested teachers. The most specific Project w=.2s that of

Niedermayer who developed a teacher training package designed

-to help teachers use a communications slcills p7-..ogram pre-

viously developed.

Polanski (1968) described an inservice teacher education

program planned for use by the San Diego Schools. A comittee

of teachers selected a list of inservice fiims of interest to

the teachers. One film was to he shown each month while the

teacher's class Was watching another .fil,, in '11c auditorium,

No credit, grades, or papers were required. No results were
1

reported.

112
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Niedereyor (1970) produced ficicl testod a teachr

triningprogram to prel,re elementary teachers to use the

Southwest Regio.clal. Laboratory's (SWJ!.) first ycar commieation

skills 1.-rogra. SWRI, wde m:ILivated to produce the prram

aftQr field testing their ccrruu'aicaj'. io; kiii s Progr;:km in

1968-69. At 'chat time they. found that teachers of comparablc

pupils prod:Iced highly variable results. Therc was so:. in-

dication that: distiict 'supervisors responsible for preparing

teachers to use the cemmunidation skills materials did an in-

adequate job. In preparing the materials Niedermeyer proceeded.

'from a general statement of goals to specific,. operationally

defined object.ives for the program. The resulting package

was a multi-media affai': carefully desllgeed to provide instruc-

tion end practice in the knowledge and skills required to

uUlize thocommunication skills program, The initial package

was tested on SWRL personnel and revised. The revised mater-

ials were then tested on a population of paid kindergdrten

teasheis during the summer -of 69. The paebage itself was used

in the fall to prepare teachers .to use the skills program

through the school yeal. 69-70.. The follow up.procetio.e was

outlined but: no data was.prov5ded.

A variety of projects round out this su-bsection. jacksor

and Rogge described a project tbt dccnetr:..tion cen-

ters to promote teaching of the gifted. Jeffs and Coffey used

interaction analysis to alter classroom patterns of verbal
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conication. or advocatc0 1-i'llicourss to hell.. teathers

acquire speific teachirc-: tc:chniques such as ski )1 in quastion-

ing. A microtcLx.hinglike technigoe s e),.dloyed h. 11 J.

a

Anders.on to imp.rove the teaching skill of' some clemantary

teachers. Hite reported a progrLm that gve

ning tcach2rf; reduced loch to help them improve in skill.

Jackson and Rogge (1969) described nine 'centers estab-

lished is Illinofs to demonstrate tO,ching the gjf"ted. The'

centers were visitei by approximately 10,300 teachers through

1967; demonstration tcaohrs were trained in sumAer workshops

and administrators were given instruction in conducting in-.

service progrnms.

Jeffs (1969) taught Flanders interaction analysis to four

teaches: s ofmathematics

r
:inscrvice Trogiam. He found that t-eachers learning int

and social studies as a part of'gan

action analysis in-,leased their, use of pupil ideas and promoted

greater frequeney of pupil-initiated talk. A number of other

findings indicating en increase in indirect teaching and a

free atmosphera were reported.

Coffey (1969) descriLed an inservice training pr_ogram in

.emt!utary school science. Results. indicated that programs

. for changing teachers' verbal. classroom behavior are feasible

/ and con be condUcted for a modest.cost..

Borg (1969) reported a series of minicomr3es designed to

teach various spceific teacher behaviors using the techniques



of microteaching avid. filmed illustrations by model Leachci-s.

Included is a description and evalwtion of the first: mini-

"F';ffetive Questioning in a Classroom Diseussion,"

U. J. Anderson (1968) reported an inservice program cen-
.,

ducted at Hinsdale, Illinois. The central feoture of the

worshop was weekly meetings in a demonstration. classroom

equipped with television. recording equipmeni'.. Participating

teachers mot during school time, having been relieved by

aul.)stituter_; pa id by the district. Teachers met in groups of

15-20 by grade level. The chief aim of the workshops vas

to help teachers improve their methods. Considerable use

was made of demonstration teaching with small groups of

children and peer critiques. No evaluative'datawas

sented other than, the Usual observed participant enthusiasm.

Hite (1967) studied the effects of an inservice pro-

gram on beginning classroom behavior. An important feature

of the program was a reduced teaching load during the in-

ternship. A. number of measures were used. He found that

experienced teachers cam be trained to use observational

checklisth and arrive at a fair degree of agreement with

other trainedobseryers.

_ Four studies included a practice component. Manning

reported a program that gave undergraduates an opportunity to

tutor while enrolled in a reading Methods course. Hunter--

reported a "cross-age tutoring" program that gave students
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Mareus (1970) described an establish3d tutoring pro au

for elementary educaticu students at J.puisiaua State. Student

tutored pupils identified by the special education center as

having language problems. In doing so the students became

familiar with childrens' literature, wayz-, Of making the

literature comprehensive, and ways of encouraging children

to express themselves. Informal diagnostic techniques were

also taught. The methods course acted as a scmin7'.r which gave

students an opportunity to solve the problems they were en-

counteril,g with their pupils. No evaluative data were presented,

but the program has moved from experimental to permanent status.

Beldin (1969) advocated the use of simulated environments

to teach ele)aentary skills in dignosing reading difficulties.

Text-l'ecture-techniaues were seen as satisfacto-y for teaching

basic knowledge, but a responsive environment was seen as re-

quired for teaching diagnostic techniques. Audio-tapes,

video-tapes, and transparencies were seen as useful in the

early stages of skill development.

Th7:ce studies dealt: with persistent: concerns of teacher

education. Alschuler dealt with motivation; Sullivan with

teaching psychological concepts and principles; and the Dis-

trict of Columbia Teachers College with individual differences.

Alschuler et al. (1969) discussed a teacher's uanual for

course in achievement motivation for adolescent. The MrIn-

nal .an deVeloped from a project: to discover effective ways
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of inercring 11...0Livation. 1-qcludca in tiia 1-07.nual was beck-

ground material on the suLject of "psyolialoqicel education"

and a. review of research oa achievement motivation.

Sullivcn, et ul. (1967) used transcripts and coordinated

photographs to teach psychological.principlcs and concepts of

learning. Sequences illustrating several. imiortant learnoing

principles ca cot,eepts wore developed along uca seciucnces

illustrating single instructional lessons in which students

failed or succeeded to obtain desired objectives. No oval-

untivo data were presented.

An inservice training-progrr developed by the District

of Columbia Teachers College (1.969) was eicsiveil to aid in

intriieLion. Six cel:ters in the city deve1-

oned basic concepts.

ImDrovinv Teacher Attitud,?Y. Attitudes are changed to-

ward some value object. The objects grouped under this headirrg

are varied. The two studies of Butts had a coin. se As their

valuc object; Carsell an:1 Kflrflnlan, materials fro the High

School Geography progrom; and Lindsey and Filson had a nelw

approach to 17.nglish as a value ob:Ject. Tieffinger described

a conference designed to change teacher attitudes toward

creativity.

Butts (1269) studied the receptiveness to change of a

population of 19 elementary teachers taking insel:vice

the

train-

r,ii in te curriculum oelence--%1 121:(Jcen::: Ar,r,yclor:h, foun(,

experienicci tenchays Lu be more receptive ti w:,.w and fresh.



approaches to to.ching. Cs:ritcnec in scicf:oe 'as

vith positive attitude cling e toard the new culrieulum, bu

grade te.flght i's not,

Butts (196:-) studies so:c.e factors assoeiated with atti-

tudes of 60 ele;:lentary teachers participating in an inservice

pro.,4ram,designed to acquaint t11r. wi. ti a new curriculml,

ScienceA Process Acwo7orr-11 A semtic differa.ntiol tech-

nique was used for pre and post treatmant 1...!easores. in

general the program was successful i.e improving the attitudes

of participants toward the ne curriculuffl. He found grade

level taught, a significant predictor of positive attitude

change for primary but not for intermediate grade teachers.

Teachers with little previous e7,perience with sciece derel

cped more positive atti Previous teaching uper

and school location were not related to attitude charge;;.

Cars:17 and Kurfmen (1971) studied the effectiveness of

three five-hour kits of self-contained materials for pre nv

inservice education of geography teachers in changing atti-

tudes toward the topics, motcrials, and procedures adoveLted.

The kits dealt separated:). with simulations, use of media, o:n0

evaluation, A sample of four groups of 16 instructors was

drawn from a population of 64 groups participating in the

program, The four groups included pre-service grography edu-

cation, preservieo social, studies education, and a control

group of prescrvice social studies cducatioe. An iriatrumane
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entitled Basic AttituJ.1c:, Trd Social StucUcs (.Wc)
tz,

developed for the pioject and u.:4 to asses::: pre-post worhshp

aLtitncle::. All groups shoJed sigaificant gains in attitedc:;

from experience with too of the three kits. The ro.:2dia hit

w::tr not found to cha:Igc the attitudes of the participants,

perhaps .because negative attitudes toard the use of aerial

photographs offl,gt other gains. Variance annlyse of atti-

tude changes of the four groups of instructors toward each

of the three kits revealed no differnces for simulation,

but significant differences not favorin the control for the

other two kits. Questionnaire data indicated that all groups

were "very positive" toward the materials. The investigator

concluded that: each of r1,3 hits was sncey;sful as indicate:1

by B.A,,S.S, cud qucstionnnire

Lindsey and Filson (1968) sought to discover whether

teacher ideas and performance could be Changed by a short

English extension course on the principles of coposit:ion,

practical applications of linguistic::, and various approaches

to teaching slow learners. In the program 66 Illinois junior

and senior high school teacbeIs in several schools rec.,-ived

three to four weeks of insezvice training. Three instructors

were involved. QuestionnsilL! data regarding beliefs and

teaching procedures were gathered before ins true Parti-

cipants were interviewed one month. or 12 month.3 after instruction.

LinchJey.and Pilsen found that W:Y., of the teachers
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chsnges J. 1.:!erforance CyL

thin!:iug. Not. alf of the rep:rted citnes coincided \:Ith

the main ideas of the instructo, but few teachers cl,:prcssed

any constraints agLinst utilizing the 'new ideas.

Treffinger (19G3) assessed Lila effectivenosS of an in-

scrvice pro;rCr concerning creativity on 250 upstate 1:ew-York

tcachcrs 'and administrators. The worl:sh-:y consisted of o,'.:-

hour presentation folloc_l_ by group discussions. The pro: :

lasted four days. Fre-post assessmnts of attitudes using

Lik-ert-Iype scales and a five point rating scale demonstrated

important shifts in attitudes, Treffinger concluded ullat

worl:shops on this p5attern were valuable in developing incrsed

understanding of creativity.

Again the 1.nst study is pc.vhps most interestiug in

that it de:,is v,..ith a ceuLral cicment of all programs of

Lnac:ber education, value object as progressive

educational values. He found that students chunge

and then away from progressive ideals uring a professional

se:mos

I1irrison'(1960 assessed the attitu(le:-; of teacher odoca-

tion students at th baginning of a professional namer t..or,

just prior to studel,t Lcz:cbing, and at the end of student

teaching. ne also assessed the attitudes of their uni-versity

ins true Lers d cooperatiu g; teachers. Kerlinger and Kaya's

Education Seale VI which was designed to ifieasure progressive
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and tra.ditio-ial educatioti values Was us. found thai

tne students' attitudes changed from tradition:A to progi-e::sive

under instru,2tion during the :proressieDa.1 semzster and back

to traditional during student teaching. The attiticies of

university maLhods instructors were ova 1u: as being not

particularly progresive, but as more progfessivc than those

of the stuchl-its and cooperating teachers. 1:1';i:,011 col;cluded

that the il)structiorial and student Leachiw-; e::prSences are

out of p1 ace and that perhaps the prece3sneodcd rethinking.

Multiple Treatmants

A number of stUdies compared 'en instrucLed group w.ith

an uninstiucted group. Not sovpyisingly ivnitlrucLed group

usually outperforp,ed uninstructr,d group especially when

knowledge goals were involved. The cLudies m!,.!IIN,2rized under

this huecling cover a variety of .topics. Sevcril dealt with

topics. related, to inquiry. Zevin found that teachers could

be trained to use inquiry methods. I. 11. Wilson found that

teachers trained to use inquiry materials used more analytical

questions and encouraged pupil use of scientific procedures.

D. E. Stone found that teachers could learn to use inductive

teaching stra_tegics. Caldwell found instructed teachers to

""77r; LL7ve mating lc;.,rner activities. T:,o

Dreii: and Butts) evaluatf-d the effect of a sin-

gle treaumnt on prccrvic:o end iuservice popniaLina
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Zevin (1970) studied the effectiveness of a sumer in-

stitute to effect changes in teacher behavior toard an

inquiry model of teaching. The model was derivc0 fro:a a sur-

\\\vey of the relevant theoretical literature and was exprcsJed

in terms. of a Flanders-like observation schema =:. Prepost

institute observations of a sal;:ple of the participating

teachers' classroom behaviors vas taken. One group of 15

teachers received systematir inquiry training in addition to

the other inslitite activities. A second group of institute

teachers received no inquiry training. A thiid, matched

group, received no inquiry or ins ti. trite training. Signifi-

cant changes in the desired direction were found for the

grop which received inquiry training. 'Yr)ungel-, e-,:perienceJ

teachers changed most readily; oldu):, established lecture-

recitation teachers changed the least. ?evin concluded that

it is possible to train teachers in inquiry methods and that

the inquiry methods will not he learned wi.thout specific

training.

3. 11. Wilson (1969) investigated the teaching procedures

of two gr,mps of elementary scienr'e teachers. One group :e-

ceivad instruction in the Science Curricnln:71 Study

(SCIS), an inquirydiscovery approach. The other group re-

ceived no instruction on a "nev" approach. SCIS teachers

were found to be more encouraging of observation, measure-

ment, cxp,:-!ri,1,.cnt.;:LioTi, iritccp-zc:LLion, and "preCction.
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SCIS tochrs als.o used a highe,c proportion of al!::Ilytic

(1-lest:ions. concluded that the traini)1?; progr;:m hd

effected te:;chers in the desired direction.

D.' E. Stone (1969) discussed two groups of teachers, one

of 14111 C11 attelicled an inservica training program to proi,oto in-

ductive teaching behaviors and the other which receivol no

special training. The too groups rated according Co

Flanders' system of interaction analysis. The experimental

group showed greater change toard inductive styles of teach-

ing. P,Lh groups tended more toward induct:iv: styles when

special materials were used than with the regular Csofl.

Caldwell (1969) rep.orted on inservice mends course

deign(td for clel,entary school techers of bcie6ce. An

evaluatjon instruent was designed to measure the be-

tWeerl the amount of time spent in direct teaching act :ivi Lie:

(imparting bnowledge) and time spent in indirect teaching

activittes (coordinating learning experiences). When com-

pared with a control group which did not ,receive the inscrvice

course, the experimental group was found to use indirect

activities and labol.at.ory experiences more often.

giK studies dealt with topics not relate,-1 to inquiry.

Kaya obtained evidence that teachers could learn to t(:r.ch

for cognitive process goats raiher than gols reflecting coo-

tent outcftqes, Prentice Ilsd success in Leaching tenchevs

learning Lheory, r.nd Zilppo l.ound an inservice prora.11 successful.
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in teaching tt-!ache-,:s rc7dint. Schrck actually reports

three different single treathinL atudius. One employed sen-

sitivity triniim; a second, elassrooy visitr.tiOns of consultants;

ei-xl the third involved a faculty drvelopmmt laborrtory, Posi-

tive, but different results were obtained for each study.

Kayo (19C9) taught s in teachers to incorporatecogni-

tive function into subject content curricula for the purposo

of improving,thc cognitive functioning of pupils. The train-

ing program was conducted by the investigatok and included 15

sessions. The central idea of the progn;m %:ras for teachers

to acquire competCnee in expressing learning g;):.!ls as cog-

nitive 12:).-OCCC5 rather than content outcomes, During the

training period, teachers modified one unit as reco7m,ended

by the invusi:igator. A pre-post, matched g-roup design ms

used. The 216 pupils taught by the Lu(.1chrs in the et)eri-

mental group were "matched" with an 06,ual number Of pupils

of the same grade, subject, and assessed cognitive 'function-

ing. Cognitive functioning was assessed by the Kit of

1-Wference Terts for Cocmitive Factors (ETS, 1963). Ti-nee

measures were taken to evaluate outcomes: Coimitive Factoys,

teacher-madc subject-content and cognitive olljctives tests,

and stLnd;-2,1:(1 acbrievemeut tests. As 113,pothesized pupils in

the experimental group did significantly better on the

teaL:hL1.1:, rdc tests, even though te;:,eheis of conLrol pupils

a._;rucd that the tests were ''perfectly valid" for their pupils.
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Also as hy-cothixr,d, experimcntal and col,Lrol coups did

cclually well oa the cotent. oriented ste r,chiLvo-

went tests. Contrary to his hypothes!.s, c.xperiutuls did

not: exceed controls on the Cognitive Petors Tests for most

comperisons. Teachers of experimcntals that did better then

controls conLitr_led to uac the system afttr tcachin the unit

prepared duniag training which led Kaye to speculate that

continued use might.resull in the hypothesized difference.

Prentice (1969) described a project designed to imple-

ment learning theory by training teachers in a 30-hour

program. Cle::sronmobservatior. and achievelnent tests-favored

the trained teachers over a non-trniued control group in

changed instructioill Lohvior

of pupils.

Zappo ( 1969) tested H Lfeetivei:cs:3 of an irserviee

3nd to sons e>..teut. achievee-ot

program on reading Skil!- Oy cu:liparing the achievement of

pupils taught by teachers receiving the training with that

of pupils taught by teachers not receiving inseracc train-

ing in reading. The nservice program taught rending procedures

consistent wit.h F.ruler's pos tion on predirTosition, structure,

sequence, and reinfOrcement. inse.rviee teache.,:s vs no instructed

in Li1CtS0 conecptrs helped in th2 preparatio of' 1-con

plans coployin thee concepts. Six randoliJy selected teach

ers were assigned to the in:,ervice and control groups. The

progrwns !concluct. revent:h-Tnda

nificant: difiercuce favoring the inseiviee group were found.
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Schmck (1969) describd, three research projects which

used various- techniques for modifying teachers' classroom

group processes. In the first was a teacher development

laboratory which used sensitivity training and role playing

in addition to discussion.. The program fostered changes in

classroom behavior Lo acowlpany changes in teachers' attitudes.

The second program used consultants who visited classrooms and

held individual and small group conferences. This program

changed teachers' perceptions but not classroom behavior.

The third project involved a faculty development laboratyry

which applied problem-solving tdchniques and group exercises

and discussion to interpersonal relations. The third pro-

gram was found to encourage the use of new group processes

in the classroym.

Harris (1.967). investigated the effects of demonstration

teaching on inservice and preservice elementary teachers. He-

employed a number of "highly developed" demonstrations for

the purpose of eslablishing their -value in iirom4)ting teacher

development. Data gathering involved a self-report inventory

plus observations by trained observers of_participants''classes.

Harris found significant pre/post-treatment changes. lie con-

. eluded that demonstrationsare valuable in bringing about

certain desired changes in teacherS.

Breit and Butts (1969) compared the effectiveness of en

experiu,ental teacher education program with preservice and
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in service teachers, The progr f:as de,igned to develop

knowledge of the proceses of scicnce and change instruc-

tional decision behavior n:' w3s considered successful with

both groups of teachers. Some differences were found between

the two groups, particularly in. the area of attitude changes.

Most of the studies summai-ized in this section employed

a criterion of teacher behnvio.r. Zevin, l4ilson, Stone, Caldwell,.

Schmack, Harris, and Briet and Butts found that their treat-

ments effected the'behavior of teachers in a way favoring

inquiry teaching or a related. behvio:.

Kaya, Prentice, and Zappo employed criteria involving

learner achievement. Kaya found pupils of teachers enusisl'-

ently using cognitive process goals tended to do better on

a cognitive factors test. 'Levin found teachers to reect to

training differentially by age. The younger teacheri; in his

sample acquired inquiry behaviors more readily than older

teachers. Breit and Butts also found some differences by

age experience grOups. Teachers, like pupils, arc not exempt

0*
from the realitieS of differential responses to training.

Prentice found 'ore indication that teachers schooled in

learning hare pupils who ie ern more, Zappo feutd clear re-.

sults in terms '62 pupil behavior feyteachers, schooled in

reading skills. From these studies can conclude that

teachers can learn to behave in desired ways and that learned

teacher behavior sometimes ro.sultz; iii ucater desired pupil

learning.
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Not only do teechers learn ,:yhat they are taught, they

seem to learn bette-c ;11e1:1 instruction is goal-directed and

intense. Bunsen (1959) compered an intense and directed

treatment, a less iutensc tieati%cnt, and a cumparatively

Infused treatment with a no treathent control. The pupil

Criterion defined

0

the goals for his study.

, Bunsen described an insezvice program in whichScience--

A Procass Approach was taught to elementary school pupils

by teachers classified into fou,: groups: those who received

workshop training end then taught 4nservice courses to

other teachers; those taking the .inservice course; those

given training in a college clementry-seicnce mcthods

course; and those with no special training. Pupils were

tested on three AAAS Process Measures.-. It was found that

pupils of the firstgroup of teachers scored highest, while'

pup-1s.. of the fourth group scored the lowest.

The value of explicitly articulating content of related

courses was 4emonstrated by Phillips (1968). He tested the

hypothesis that elementary education students would learn

arithmetic and methods better when taught simultaneously

by a staff member qua.lifled in both fields, than when each

was taught separai:ely as is generally the case. One third

of the students were taught by the experlmenta method, 'the

balance by the traditional, method. Carefully designed'in-

strumentswere used to as:!ass o;,erational skill, me.ining and
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1.)velou.mant in E1,-Intnry Schools. The instrument was intro

duccd as a part of a regular insarvice progrm. Teachers

were not told that a study was being conducted. Eight e,:per-

imcntal and eight control classes wore used, .each group with

,approximately 250 pupils. The self-wpraisal system was as-

sociated with significant differences as measured by end of

the semester achievement tests.

Simon (1968) compared the effectiveness of behavior

training and training in learning theory on the teaching be-

hevior of two groups of 22- student teachers. Behavior

training largely consisted of training in interaction analysis.

nchevior training was associatedwith greater use of accepting,

behavior, leso criticism of pupils, less teacher direction,

more pupil-initiated talk, more extende0 pupil talk, and less

silence or confusion. It was concluded that a maximum train-

ing efft could be obtained, when students and their cooperating

teachers arc trained in interaction analysis.

The value of interaction analysis alone was questioned

by Newport and McNeill (1970).. They compared the' teaching

of a sample of elementary science teachers who had receiveP

training in the use of aience--A Process oroach (SAPA)

materi.,Js with teachers who received training in interaction

analysis (TA). A pre-post design was used. TA scores were

used as tee criterion. The subjects, who were drawn irom a

summer 'science workshop, were instructed to prepare a science
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lesson using SAPA or text materials. Initial differences

between the groups were found for only two of the 23 compar-

isons made. From an analysis of pretreatment data the

investigators concluded that intially the teachers were

either misusing the SAPA materials or that the materials

evoked ordinary textbook teaching. Analysis of-the post -

treatment data produced a number of. significant changeS for

the SA1'A group but few for the IA group leading the inves-

tigators to conclude either that the teachers learned to

select materials complementary to SAPA or that the teachers

had changed their styles. Finally, Newport and McNeill

concluded that the use of IA without accompanying instruction

in the philosophy, content, and methods of a curriculum

might be a questiOnable undertaking,

The last three studies in this subsection compared the

(

effectiveness o1 two or more treatments in obtaining a sin-

gle goal. The goal of Webb and Baird was .course content;

Pratznar and Hanson, content of a unit ofinstruction; and

Ryan, a model of inquiry.

(

Webb and Baird (1967) 'compared differences in achieve-

ment scores of teacher education students taught by a lecture-

discussion method; and students taught by a "continuous

progress" method, 'Students in the continuous progress group

met twice as A class to learn procedural mattcrs. Each was

given a packet of materials the.t included-learning objectives,
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references inst-:ucileas, and worksheets.* They werc. testcd

after the coyletion of each self-study unit. The contin-

uous progress croup was associated with higher Post treatn.c-It

achievement scores, especially for students with lelaer grade

point averages.

Pratzner. and Hanson (1969) compared the effectiveness of

a teacher training unit presented two ways: as a lecture-

discussion course and as film-group discussion. Teachers in

the latter group kerformed better on the tests given, but not

tp a significant degree.' It was concluded however that the

film-discussion method appeaTs to be more .efficient and have

economic advantages.

Ryan (1969) studied the effecti*ness of an iascrvico

training program in preparing elementary teachers to use an

inquiry method whet:teaching social studies. A model of in-

quiry social studies teaching was derived from a review of

theoretical literature and expressed as a Flanders-like

observation instrument; By weighting Wrious observation

categories an "Inquiry Ratio" was derived. Three groups were

used. One group received 15 hours of inscrvice inquiry train-

ing. A second group received an equal emount of in.5truction

regarding materials which supportan inquiry approach. A

sample of non - participating teachers in the district was

chosen as a control group. Observed differences by trained

observers working with 20 minute video recerdings of the
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teacher sample significantly favored the inquiry training

group. Ryan concluded that elementary teachers can be trained

to use inquiry methods through short inscrvice programs..

Webb and Baird found for their experimental treatment,

the continuous progress method, but noted., differential ef-

fectiveness for ability levels. P-ratzner and. Hanson identified

a trend, but not significance for their preferred method;.

film-group discussion. Ryan found that direct instruction

in inquiry processes was superior to instruction in materials

designed to promote inquiry, but this is rather like teaching

for "A" and testing for "B".

_ Conclusion

Teachers learn what they sere taught. They learn best

when, nstruction is well defined, illustrated with films,

. telecasts, or demonstrations. Direct instruction in desZted

behaviors is more effective than instruction in related topics

Monitoring devices such as interaction analysis are valuable

in helping teachers alter their behavior'. Finally some meth-

ods arc better for some teachers, but the realities of

individual differences work with teachers as with pupils in

the common schools.
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Preparing Teachers of Teachers for the New Curricula

Most of the studies summarized in Fart 'II dealt wail

inservice teacher education. This is not sutising in that

much new material was included in the curricula which the

teachers had to know if they were to teach the new curricuba.

A few dealt withpreservicc education and a still smaller

number with both, inservice and preservice. 'Obviously, the

preservice education of teachers must be consider0.

The studies sumarized in, this last 'section of Part II

deal with the insorvicc education of the teachers of teachers.

identified a basic problem of preservice education

for the social studies which perhaps might be shared.by t

other areas. The problem was thi,:t teacher educators, and

curriculum developers often have diferent and conflicting

goals. Such a situation cannot help but create dissonance

in beginning teachers.

Tucker (1971) surveyed a geographically stratified se m-
,

ple of social studies educators who were members of the NCSS

during 1969.to determine their attitudes toward the new social

studies (NSS). She found that social studies educators (SSL)

regarded NSS as being "overly academic, cerebral, and teacher

centered. They wanted more emphasis on student intc.ests,

cola,,rity activities, social action, and the affective de-

main." &SE who held their appointments in academic departments

were less critical of NSS. It was also felt that teachers
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should assume greater responsibility of developing Curricu-

- lum. Tucker "examined three-hypotheses that might explain

her findings. j?irst, she found support for a hypothesis

that NSS required cempetencies probably not held by eduLaters.

who were largely prepared in education or history. Second,

she found some supportfor the. notion that splitting of cur-

riculum development from methods Was resented by SSE Finaily

sh'e hypOlhesized a!fundamental value conflict between NSS and

the SSE as indicated. by their perceptions of the new currieula.

Tucker found the last' explanations most persuasive?.

A conference'of curriculum developers of new social

studies was sponsored by the Social Science Education Con-.

sertium and was :described ,by Fox,'Lippett, Citault,:and.

Schaible (1967). The 'purpose of the two day meeting was to

explore problems that prevented teachers from properly using

newsocial studies.materials. Since a commen concern of

these materials was a stress on'inquiry,.the conference was

Organized to promote inquiry. Specifically a task-Oriented.-

group process approach was used. .The group tasks wdre,seleCted

to_brinvout the_probJeMs_the_eurricUlum.developt were hay:

ing. A number .of problems were identified, some of which

were held in common by curriculum developers and teachers

and some separatelY. In confronting the problems of installing

a developed urriculum into an ongoing instructional .situation

the linear curriculum develoPment:Model.was,brought int6 question:
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Rather than being th,s, recipients of finis1-!7,-1 eurLicula con-

ceived by scholar;: prapc.ved by ei:A:mt_ spec i us is it

vas suggested that teachers should occwpy a core position

during the entire proceSs. Leing involved at all stages

of development it was hoped teachers would understand the

materials better and be prepared to the mnny adjust-

men ts reuqired during any period of implementation. There

was some indication that curriculum developers were not to-

tally understanding of the px6blems teachers faced in

carrying out curriculum innovation.

A second problem relates to the content preparation of

teachers. As was noted in the pr.evious subsection Phillips
2

found it effective to teach uatheitics fo:' elementary

teachrs in combination with mathemics methods. Ianne and

Josephs noted the importance of teachers learning English con-

tent in a manner complimentary to the way they would be

expected to teach it. If this were to be done considera:ble

retTaining of the teachers 'of teachers would be required.

lance and Josephs (1964) held that it was important for

teaeh.:Ys to leax English in e manner compatible with the
2

way it sho,Ild be taughs in the common schools, They called

for an. "induotive, cumulative and interrelated progra.m in

the. lapguage arts" for future teachars In 'English (p. 178).

They also called fo-: summer i;,L,titute.S' nd inservice programs

to retrain practicine teachers,
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of three studies. 11aTk1a (1970) reported an inservice.pro-

gram for science consultantS and science cducctors in Scieece

Process !')i,4roech and Science Tmnrovemnt Stud Curricula.

Tile goal of the woikshop was to prc;,1oLe C:1011QC-! in Leacher c:u-

cation compatible with the goals -of the above curricula. The

reactions oi nlrticipants to the woksbnp and certain be:,;.:'Aoi:

changes wore used LO evaluate the workshop. :Significant dif-

ferences in knowlehe of the programs, knowledge of group

proce,-;I:cs, knowledge of change agent skills, and attitudes

were found. A key criterion was the activities of participants

ilen re:turn to Cheir home campuses. Increases in services

rendered having goals compatible with the two cericula

al erations in coatent of methods aid sciences were accepted .

as positive dr.te. approaches were used by Po-:e and

Rowe (1)71) studied certain activities of ten teams of

educators which.prticipated in a three week leadership

training proir,iam at Columbia University. The purpose of

the training to encourage changes in the teaching of

science en,1 r;cicnce methods complementary to two courses

the Scieoe Curriculum imr,rovement Stud.' (SCIS) and Science"

A'Proccss /-11-,Yeo eh (SAPA)_ The strategy employed as to

cl-eato institutional Le2..p.s of scientists and scienee educators

because the role of accdeic innovator was seen as
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It felt that themaral suprt. afforded by a partner on

the other sicle of the ac6demic street would help trainees

persist det-,piLe well established institutional rigidities.

A series of training labcretory and mieroteching experiences

was conducted during June of 1968, Success of the program

was judged in terms of the number of laberatcry exercises
.:,

end techniques cloyed and the number of innovations wade

by'particiPant teams in the two one-half years following

the traininc; program. Rowe. found thil participants took

actions that resulted in. 3,7,515 children in 1537, classrooms

being engaged in SMS and sArA .instruetion-. Six institu-

tions adjusted their science for non-majors to include some

SCIS or SAP relevant content. Five ins!:itutions vodified

cduction courses to reflect SCIS S!-'A content and pro-

cesscs. Prograa participants visited many classrooms end

give numerous speeches to rTA's and similar brganizations.

Bath of these activities had been rare events prior to

training. Finc.11y, eleven NSF or CCSS training grant were

obiained by program alumni; five unsuccessful attempts were

mde. Rowe felt the training proi:fL,n 'es highly sue "sfuls

as judged by the innovative aetivitieS its participan,:s
. ;

hibited after leadriAtip rain
Girault (1971) reported en applied behavioral science

(Anining proz:xani designed "to. aid direcLors cf NSF Resource

Personnel Worl<s.hons in the desi-2n and wanagemant of more
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or more institute staff members met in April of 1968 for a

two and onehalf day workshop. The workshop included a num-

b r of experiencesdesigaed to increase p:,,,rticipant knowledge

of and skill in intraction processes. The workshop _produced

generally positive exults as indicated by the number of work-

fi
shot' activities incorporated into institutes during the

following summer. eVeral classes of criticism occurred'in-

f worIcp.hop P-evented incorporat'ion ofeluding: lateness

leernings, confoSio over terms used by scientists and social

sciences, and gener. 1 ignorance of each of the other's pur-

poses rnd procedures. A follow-up sesson was held.which

Ilplppd identify probIeLas which were largely overcome during

another workshop th

The following

e following spring-.

studies deal with the preparation of

teachers for insentice educarion. They have in common some

use of a multiplier effect. That is, a'small group teaches

a larger group =hi

larger, group. For

.h IA' turn is expected to teach an even

example the Education Develcpment Center

Model School ia UaShington h. C. provided inservice. expor-
J

fences ip teaching, content, and.curriculum for'seVeral Years

and then hit upon .e notion. .of the "innovation teams." In-

novation teem x--re nade up of teachers who had significant

experience With a ±ia interest in the project. Through T -group

experiences these teachers developed a group cohesiveness that

enabled them to design and corductworkshops on their own.

140
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ThIcesuch prK,rams were conducted in ethe:Tlatics. 1.zo

and Izzo reported bacdesigned to aid elcintary teacher

supervisms, and administrators. Edwards and Hammond, and

Mueller reporLcd f,imiJar programs. Kleinman reported a pro

gran that enlisted high school teachers in the procesr of

changing elementary educetion.

Izzo and T74:0 (1966.) conducted a six-week sul-mer in-

stitute of 31 elementary school L:achers, supervisors, and

administrators. The institute was designed to acquaint

participants with basic concepts required to teach the new

mathematics- meaningfully. All participants had agreed upon

accepting their fellowships to conduct irserviee workshops

in their hcaa districts upon retu-Zn. In all, 23 workshops

were conclu.cted. ThcworkshOps.prepared over 800 teachers to

. teach the new math to 2800 pupils. 'Administratois of dis-

-tricts having inservice workshops and participating teachers

were "enthusiastic" about the program.

Edwards and Hammond (J96c) described an institute pro-

gram conducted at Morgan. State College in Baltimore. The

program wrs huilt on the recommendations of the undergradoal:e

program in mathematics of the MathwlticS Association of

America. The course described was one of two recommended

cources in nU;nber theory. The deLicribed course made exten-
\-

sive use of number lines and .objects. Participants were

c.,:pcct(..id to conduct 1113ervice workshops upon completion of

the proram.

4.
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Mueller (1?-7(3) dcsoribed the Mayland .7.1ptary Nathe-

maqcs In-Service Proo;1 .1M (NEi.111'), The progrm sought to

teach arithmetie algordflmS games. and physical objects.
. . .

Hierarchies of .behavioral objectives are stressed. Generally

- teachers ;ere- able. to demonztrate the steps in using an algo-

rithm, justi.fy an algorithm USiPCVMC rules, and to construct

physic,11 ex)lona.tionsof algorithms. A.zinlItiplier model was

employed. NEMY,P trained state inservice.lcaders who in turn

conducted programs throughout tle state o yarLand:.
. -.4 .

No

evaluative data were presented..

Kleinman (1966) ascrl.hed an inservice program built on

the aMultipij.er model'," In this case the :multiplier effect

was bbfAined by having a science educator work with mall

group of high school teachers to plop .an inservice program

in science for elementary school teach.-es Six Physical
'Or

science and six natural science teachers and 100- .1.emeritary

'teachers' were 'involved. The two semesterprogram Was con-.-

ductecl at high schobi.s around Rutgers. 'ehysillal science was

taught in the first semester; natural scienoc in tile-spring.

The court,e carried groduote credit. A basic problem hinged-
.

on Kleinman's desircto have the Courses taught in a way as

to model science _inquiry and a perceived need tb covor a lot

of science since the participating teachers were poorly pro-

pared, in scdence. Sha.compromise?!. in falitor Of 4.1winquiry

approach. The actual scienc.e taught was at the junior high

Va.
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school level, A nlimber of problems were encountered stell-minL:

from the elementary t&chers lack of :confidence in science.

Kleinman concluded that the need for inservice programs was

great and that elementary teachers were willin to work hard.

She also noted the importance of selling such programs.

Little can be .concluded from these studies, The work-

shops of the sert reported by Roe and Ger.;uit seem to have

produced i-esults. The post-workshop activities of the par-

ticipants were monitored and complementary activities were

reported. ,Apparently these behavior oriented workshops had

a positive effect on the participants.

Ti e effects Of the severaLreports clustered under the

. label multiplier model are less well dorxmonted. l'?e only

know tht the program:.i were co-oductr.d. In no case wr,.s iiy

data presented to document th effect on other tcchers or,
a

learners of 'cue training received in these programs. But

then, teacher education has operated in a data vacuum for

decades; these investigators at least reported their proi-,rams.
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